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ABSTRACT

The propagation of finite amplitude sound waves produced by real sources in an inhomo
geneous and thermoviscous fluid at rest is considered. A governing equation in the acous
tic pressure is derived. It consistently accounts for the effects of diffraction, dissipation,
nonlinearity and inhomogeneity, and represents a generalization of the parabolic equa
tion (Khokhlov-Zabolotskaya-Kutznetzov) used for a homogeneous fluid. The equation
is expressed in curved coordinates that are determined by the ambient sound speed,
which varies with space coordinates. The seale of inhomogeneity must be large com
pared to a characteristic wavelength. There is no restriction on the direction of the
gradients of the ambient acoustic variables. Numerical results are presented and dis
cussed for the linear, the quasi-linear and the fully nonlinear cases. Various sound speed
profiles are considered. Models found in the literature, that describe wave propagation
in inhomogeneous media, are reviewed.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In most realistic situations, sound propagation occurs in inhomogeneous media. In
homogeneity may be caused by an external force (fike gravity), or by inhomogeneous
boundary conditions (for example on temperature, which would result in a gradient
in ambient temperature). Therefore, the ambient sound speed, density, entropy etc.
may vary in space and /or time. Depending on the characteristic scales in the problem
at hand, these inhomogeneities may be discarded or must be accounted for.

In seismology and underwater acoustics, the range at which a sound wave propa
gates is so large that the source can be regarded as a point source. The wavelength
of a monochromatic wave radiated from the source is the basic characteristic length
in these models. The problem formulation is considerably simplified, classical ap
proaches being ray theory and normal mode or parabolic theory.

Closer to the source, the configuration and the finite dimension of the sound
source must be included in the model. When characteristic source radius, a, and
characteristic wavelength, L, of the on-source boundary condition in pressure can be
defined, an important parameter is the ratio a/L, which is related to the effects of
diffraction of the sound wave. Nearfield and farfield regions can be identified, with
respect to the source location. The acoustic Mach number (defined as the ratio of
the velocity on the source and the reference sound speed in the medium) gives an
indication whether the pressure perturbation can be regarded as infinitesimal or not,
i.e., whether the perturbed hydrodynamic equations can be linearized in the acoustic
variables, or nonlinear equations must be used. A parameter related to the effects of
inhomogeneity, H, can be introduced. If the ambient variables only vary in space, H
can be defined as H = L/Lh, where Lh is a characteristic length of inhomogeneity.

We will develop a mathematical model for a finite amplitude sound beam propa
gating in an inhomogeneous, thermoviscous fluid. The effects of diffraction, absorp
tion, nonlinearity and inhomogeneity will be accounted for. The beam is generated
by a (real) source with characteristic radius a, radiating into an unbounded halfs
pace. We assume the ambient medium to be at rest, although the ambient acoustic
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variables may vary in space. The direction of the gradients in the medium is arbi
trary, relative to the start direction of the beam. External forces can be included in
the model. [Wc assume that any boundaries are far away from the region where the
beam propagates, so as to justify the assumption of a semi-infinite medium.]

Beam propagation in a homogeneous medium is described by the Khoklhov-
Zabolotskaya-Kutznetzov (KZK) equation, which consistently accounts for diffrac
tion, absorption and nonlinearity. Here, wc do not pretend to derive a general theory
for sound wave propagation in an inhomogeneous medium. However, wc will investi
gate what physical situations can be modeled by a suitable modification of the KZK
equation. The present derivation is motivated by the approach in Ref. (1).

ln Chapter 2, a governing parabolic equation in one acoustic variable is derived,
consistently accounting for diffraction, inhomogeneity, nonlinearity and absorption.
Assumptions and further simplifications in the model are discussed.

In Chapter 3, a numerical method for solving the parabolic partial differential
equation is presented. Possibilities for analytical solution in special cases are dis
cussed.

In Chapter 4, the linear solution is investigated. In Sec. 4.1, numerical results
are presented for various values of a/L and various sound speed profiles. In Sec. 4.2,
wc apply the model to simulate interfaces, i.e., discontinuities in the medium. In
Sec. 4.3, further applications of the model are discussed.

In Chapter 5, nonlinear propagation is studied, for various sound speed profiles.
Numerical results for the pressure amplitude are presented and discussed, both in the
quasilinear and the fully nonlinear models. [In the quasilinear model, a perturbation
expansion in the pressure is inserted in the governing nonlinear, parabolic equation,
which is solved to each order of the Mach number. In the fully nonlinear model, the
governing nonlinear equation is solved directly.]

Chapter 6 is a presentation and discussion of models found in the literature, that
describe wave propagation in inhomogeneous media.



Chapter 2

The mathematical model

2.1. Basic equations

The medium is a thermoviscous fluid at rest. Here t denotes the time, x =
(x, y, z) the space variables in cartesian coordinates, p, p, v the total pressure, density,
velocity, and s the entropy per unit mass. The absolute temperature is 0, and F is
the external force per unit volume. The governing equations are1,2
1. the equation of continuity

(2.1)

2. the equation of motion

(2.2)

where

V = ( /c + i/J)V(V-v)-/iVxVxv+(V-v)v(/c--/x)+2V/i-Vv+V/ixVxv,

3 . w
and u, k are the coefficients of shear and bulk viscosity of the fluid,

4. the heat exchange equation (consequence of the equation of energy)

(2.5)

where c„ is the specific heat at constant volume, K the coefficient of thermal con
ductivity, 0 absolute temperature, and Q the viscous dissipation function,

g + V-o>v) = 0

p(^ + v.Vv^+Vp = F + V

3. the equation of state
p = p(p,s), (2.4)

pQ (^ +v . Vs) =V - (pCvKVQ) + Q - Wie - 00),

<? = (*- f/0(V • v)3 + |||Vy + vV||J . (2.6)
3
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The last term in Eg. (2.5) accounts for radiation and q is a radiation coefficient. The
symbol ||A||2 stands here for £tJ A-; , where Aij are the elements of the tensor A.

Combining Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) wc obtain

(2.7)

In a linearized theory, v is related to p alone through the linearised equation of mo
tion. For a monochromatic plane wave motion, this leads to the impedance relation.
In other cases, however, the elimination of v is by no means trivial, if it is to be
performed consistently. In Ref. 1, the problem of eliminating v is solved for the case
of a narrow beam which propagates in a homogeneous, thermo-viscous medium at
rest. [By "narrow beam" is meant that the ratio of characteristic source radius and
characteristic wavelength of the wave radiated from the source is much larger than
one.] Equation (2.7) is then shown to lead to a nonlinear parabolic equation for the
acoustic pressure (Khokhlov-Zabolotskaya-Kuznetsov, or KZK equation3,4 ), which
consistently accounts for the effects of nonlinearity, diffraction, and absorption. Our
purpose is to generalize the derivation in Ref. 1 to the case where inhomogeneity is
present in the static state of equilibrium. Wc introduce the perturbed variables

(2.8)
(2.9)

where po, etc are functions of x that refer to ambient values in a static state of
equilibrium. The unperturbed medium must satisfy the governing equations:

(2.10)

(2.11)

Wc introduce the following quantities characteristic for the medium

c - Reference sound speed in the medium (for example sound speed at the source
location).

T, L = eT - Characteristic time and length of the wave (period and wavelength for
the case of a monochromatic source in a homogeneous medium).

p - Reference density in the medium (for example ambient density at the source
location).

S = D/Tc2 - Characteristic Stokes number of the wave, where Dis a reference sound
diffusivity.

V2p-^ + VV:(pw) = V.F+V.V.

P=Po + p', P=Po + p', s=so + s;
v = 0+ v, 0 = 00 + o', F = F0+F,

Vpo = Fo, V • (poc^tfoVØo) = 0

Equation (2.7) becomes

VV - ?T + VV:(pw) = V • F' + V • V.ot*
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= ii/c, where u is a characteristic normal velocity on the sound source.e

a-1 = 2c?T2 D~1 is then a characteristic absorption length. For the present case of an
inhomogeneous medium, wc assume that all ambient values of the acoustic variables
po, po, etc, have the same seale of inhomogeneity, thereby introducing

Lh - Characteristic length for inhomogeneity, where |Vpo|/po, etc are of order Ljj.

At this point wc could introduce nondimensional variables. However, wc postpone
this for simplicity, suffice it being to remember that in the nondimensional equations,
terms containing a factor k, p or K would be multiplied by S, terms containing a
factor Vpo, Vco, etc, would be multiplied by H and terms containing a factor p' ,
p' , dp'/dt, Vp', etc, would be multiplied by t.

Following the procedure in Ref. 1, wc now want to reduce Eg. (2.11) so that it only
contains p' and v, correct to order t 2. In the homogeneous case, dissipative effects
are accounted for only in their dominant order, i.e., S = Cx t, where Cx is a similarity
constant (it is of order one in the expansion procedure, although it may take very
large or very small numerical values). The question arises whether it is possible to
perform a similar derivation without introducing any assumption about the strength
of the inhomogeneity. The answer to this question is found in the vorticity equation,
obtained by taking the curl of the linearized equation of motion

(2.12)

correct to order c. In a homogeneous, nondissipative fluid, the right hand side is zero
and no vorticity of order e is generated in the fluid. This means that the impedance
relation dv/dt = —po * Vp' is satisfied to order eat any point that is not too close to
the boundaries (sound sources and other limiting surfaces) where vorticity may be
forced through the prescribed boundary conditions. In presence of dissipation and/or
inhomogeneity, however, vorticity of order t is generated at any point where there
is a fluetuation in acoustic pressure (Vp' 0), and the impedance relation is not
satisfied at order t, unless the Stokes number 5 and the inhomogeneity parameter
H are small. (The terms on the right hand side of Eg. (2.12) are of order tH and
SH.) Since the use of the impedance relation is crucial in the process of eliminating
v without raising the order of the equations, wc are lead into assuming the following
ordering of the parameters:

(2.13)

where Cs, Ch are similarity parameters. This implies (i) that when working correct
to order e 2, wc may in all quadratic terms, and in all terms containing dissipative

H = L/ Lh - Inhomogeneity number.

d 1 F' V
—-Vx v = -V— x Vp' +V x 1- Vx — ,
Ot po po Po

S = Cst, H = Ch£,
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coefficients (k,u,K) and/or space derivatives of unperturbed quantities, evaluate the
acoustic variables by means of linearized, homogeneous and nondissipative relations,
and (ii) that the perturbed external force per unit volume, F', must be of order
tH = 0(^), since F0 is of order H = 0(e), see Eg. (2.10). Wc use this to eliminate
p' from Eg. (2.11). It follows from Eg. (2.5) when assuming that radiation can be
neglected, that

correct to order t 2. This shows that s' = 0(t2 ). Wc notice that, correct to order e,
all acoustic variables satisfy the wave equation, say

(2.15)

Thus, wc may replace V2 o' by c^2 d2 Q'/dt2 in Eg. (2.14). Next, wc may eliminate
d2©' /dt2 by using MaxwelPs equations and thermodynamic relations, as in Ref.(l),
Appendix A:

where r)0 is the coefficient of thermal expansion. Equation (2.14) then gives

(2.17)

correct to order t 2. From Eg. (2.4) wc also have

(2.18)

where (7 - l)p/rj = (dp/ds)p (see Ref. 1, Appendix A, Eg. (A6) and following).
Dividing Eg. (2.18) by c 2, derivating with respect to t and using Eg. (2.17), wc
finally obtain, correct to order e 2,

(2.19)

To this order of approximation, wc may replace (Pp'/dt3 by Cq" 2&ip'/dt? and podv/dt
hy —Vp' in the second term on the right-hand side of Eg. (2.19). In the same way,
the first term on the right-hand side can also be expressed in terms of p' alone by
noticing that

1 1 l f 9*} ' ro om
?11W,/' (2-20)

%L = V 2& -v • V«0 , (2.14)dt ©o

1 d2 Q'

**- = **®ld2l + o(e% (2.16)
dt* PoCvo dt* ('' K '

ds' 7/o*o d2p'
"37 = v ' Vs°ot poTo Ot

d£_ i<W,(c)p\ M
dt °dt {ds), dt '

1 [ 70-I^' (dp\ dv '
dt* ~dt [c* dt] 4 [ 7o dt3 \ds) pff dt' ° '
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correct to order c, since c 2 is a function of p,s and s' = 0(e2 ). This gives

(2.21)

Wc now turn to the V• V term in Eg. (2.11). Correct to order t 2, wc may neglect
the terms containing Vp, V/c in the expression for V, Eg. (2.3), and replace the first
term in V• V by C.13

(2.22)

(using Eqs. (2.1) and (2.4) to order c, together with Eg. (2.15) for p'). The V x V x v
term in Eg. (2.3) is negligible because the vorticity is of order t 2.

Thus the second term on the right-hand side of Eg. (2.11) is

(2.23)

correct to order e 2. Bringing Eqs. (2.21) and (2.23) into Eg.(2.11), wc obtain

(2.24)

correct to order t 2. Here, Dg denotes the ambient value of the sound diffusivity,

(2.25)

and 7 = Cp/c^,, where Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure.
The first two terms in this reduced equation are the d'Alembertian of the lin-

earized wave equation (with Co(x)). The next two terms are due to inhomogeneity
in the static state of equilibrium, and to fluctuations in external forces. The term of
inhomogeneity may be transformed by differentiating the unperturbed equation of
state Eg. (2.4) and by using Eg. (2.10),

(2.26)

d2p' l&£ __ JL_ (d£\ ØV2.
dt2 " eldt2 2c§Up/.,0 2

eg 704 dt3 po \dsj p 0

4 . , 4 , 4 . 1 øy
(«o + • (W  v) = -(«„ + SMo)^W

« „ i / 4 x øy
V• V = 4 («o + «Po)-^5-,Poe© 3 at-1

 iav i (dP\ , , DoPp?

i (d<?\ fff , __

fgO+fg , 7-1 yM) = 1 r J*o,
P 7

(-£) Vsq = Vpo - clVpo =Fo - cJVpo-



The term of inhomogeneity is of order He = 0(e2 ), and it represents the effects of
external forces and of variations in density [variations in density may result from the
presence of external forces, gravity, for example, and from prescribed boundary con
ditions (temperature gradients, for example)]. The fifth term accounts for dissipative
effects. The last two terms account for nonlinear effects. The first one comes from
nonlinearity in the equation of state, since (c9c2 /e9p) J ,0 = (d2p/dp2 ),,0. The second
nonlinear term, which accounts for convection, still contains v.

Wc define the following nondimensional variables,

(2.27)

nondimensional unperturbed quantities,

(2.28)

and nondimensional perturbations,

(2.29)

All unperturbed variables are functions of x only through the stretched variable Xi,
so that, for example,

(2.30)

where V and Vi denote the gradient with respect to x and Xi, respectively. It follows
from Eg. (2.10) that F 0 = H(pc/T)t0 . Combining Eqs. (2.24) and (2.26) leads to

where F' = (Htpc/T)F'. (In the following, this equation will be used without writing
the "tildes" over the dependent and independent variables, for simplicity.)

In order to illustrate the difficulties that are met when solving Eg. (2.31) without
introducing simplifying approximations, let us consider the special case of a nondis
sipative, inhomogeneous fluid with no external forces. Let the source be monochro
matic, with angular frequency u. The linear part of Eg. (2.31) is the Helmholtz
equation with varying wavenumber, for q = p/ Å}2 , where p' is the complex pressure
amplitude (wc assume Fq • Vp' = 0):

(2.32)

t .x x

Po m Po m Co
Po = rrr, Po = -r, Co - ~r

per p c

~_ p' Ip' ._v__ 1 v
pcii t pc2 ' ute

pc ~ pc ~
Po = Po(xi), Vpo = — Vpo = #—Vip0 ,

** - kw + å{p° - **M -^-^^+s^w (2 - 31)1 (d^ øv2 , .tf-A— n

V2 C7+ K2 (x)q =0,

8
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where

It is not easy to find an analytical solution of Eg. (2.32), with boundary condi
tions in pressure or normal velocity given on a (source) surface. Standard integral
transforms (like Fourier transform in transverse variable) cannot be applied: If co
varies, the problem may not be separable since the equation has varying coefficients.
ln the Fourier transform coordinate space, Eg. (2.32) becomes an integro-differential
equation, and the transformed problem is as difficult as the original one. Another
example: For K = K(x±), one could try a Laplace transform with respect to the
longitudinal variable z. However, this approach calls for information about both p'
and dp'/dn at the source surface, and both cannot be specified simultaneously.

A fundamental solution of the equation satisfies:

(2.34)

[Equation (2.34) is to be understood in the sense of distributions6 .] The free wave
fundamental solution g can be interpreted as the pressure radiated from a point
source in an unbounded medium. For K = constant, g = exp(ikß)/R, where R =
|x—Xo|. No general solution is known if K varies. However, in certain cases, analytical
solutions for g can be obtained. For instance: K2 (x±) linear gives g in terms of
Airy-functions; K2 (x±) quadratic gives g as parabolic cylinder functions; K2(x±)
exponential gives Bessel functions7 . These problems are all separable.

In theoretical models in underwater acoustics (as noted in for instance Refs. (51,
52 54, 59, 60)), the free wave fundamental solution, g, is often said to be the Green 's
function for the problem, for general source configurations. In that case, an arbi
trary source is assumed to be a superposition of point sources, each radiating the
wave e7(x|x,) with amplitude Q(Xi). [Usually, a line source or a volume source is
considered.] However, the Green's function G depends on the geometry of the source
(and satisfies Eq. (2.34) for g = G). At the source, either G or d(p\l2G)/dn must be
zero (in the case of constant K: dG/dn must be zero), corresponding to membrane
or piston type boundary conditions in the acoustic pressure. This is not satisfied by
the free wave, which is singular at the source surface, by construction. The pressure
p/ = po 2 q is found from the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral:

(2.35)

If G is replaced by g, i.e., the fundamental solution corresponding to the appropriate
varying K(x), Eg. (2.35) becomes an integral equation for q. Depending on whether
p' or dp'dn is specified at the source (i.e., pj' aor d(po q)/dn), a Fredholm integral
equation of first or second type will result from Eg. (2.35)6,8 .

*.(x) .»«& -|(^)Jl+^. (2-33)l PO * PO J Cq

(V2 + A"2 (x))ff(x|xo) = S(x - xo).

«w-sjL (£-&')«



Even in the linear case, it is difficult and time consuming to solve numerically
the generalized wave equation Eg. (2.31). Therefore, wc try to introduce approxi
mations to simplify the problem. In order to eliminate v from Eg. (2.31) without
increasing the order of the equation, wc must introduce a new characteristic length
and a new assumption. Our approach is guided by the knowledge that for the case
of a homogeneous medium, the KZK equation is obtained by introducing a suitable
scaling of transverse and longitudinal variations of the sound pressure, so that the
d'Alembertian operator can be approximated by a parabolic operator. Second order
longitudinal differentiations are discarded while second order transverse differentia
tions are kept in the equation. Thus diffraction effects are accounted for, although,
the solution will not be valid close to the source. Both analytically and numerically,
it is easier and less time consuming to solve the KZK equation than the full nonlinear
wave equation. We will in the following investigate whether the KZK equation can
be generalized to include inhomogeneity.

Let us specify that the perturbation is generated by a sound source located in
the plane z = 0, and that either the on-source pressure or the on-source velocity is
f(xj_,o,t), where Xj_ = (x,y). Wc introduce:

a - Characteristic length for the variation of /, (a can be a characteristic dimension
of the sound source, for instance).

N = eT/a - Diffraction number, (wavelength to source radius ratio, of order u(ka) lw
when the source is monochromatic with wavenumber Å:).

When the medium is homogeneous, the acoustic axis of the sound beam is along
the z axis, and it is reasonable to choose a as the characteristic length for the variation
of the acoustic variables in x± direction (transverse to the beam), with an a priori
different seale for the variation in z direction (along the beam axis). In the inhomo
geneous case, however, the axis of the beam may be bent. Wc therefore introduce
orthogonal curvilinear coordinates (ijj, fø = ((f,tp,fø, which depend on x±,z,N,H,
and are such that the curve <p = t/> = 0 corresponds to the axis of the beam. Retarded
times t± =t :f <j> are also introduced. Wc assume that

(2.36)

tp denotes a vector with components (</?, tp) transverse to the beam axis. The second
assumption implies that the wave front is weakly curved, the radius of curvature being
of the order of the characteristic length f for slow variation in the acoustic variables.
By analogy with the procedure in Ref. 1, to obtain a uniformly valid solution wc
introduce different scales. The acoustic variables are considered as functions of %/>
and <j> through the variables = Ni/> = (Ny>,Nxl>) and fø = H<t>, in addition to
r±, say

V*|, |V*| = 0(1), |VV|, iV2V| = 0(H)

p'(x,y,z,t) = p'(il> l/2 ,fø,T+,T-) =p'(Nxl>,tføt-føt + fø. (2.37)

10



This implies

(2.38)

(2.39)

The acoustic variables may also depend on even slower variables, i/jx = N2 %/>, fø =
H2 fø etc, so that extra terms as N2 Vi/> • d/dtpx + H2 V<f>d/dfø +• • • should be
added in Eg. (2.39). However, variations over these slower scales do not contribute
to our order of approximation, and they will therefore not be written. Wc also have

(2.41)

and (<pi/2)øi/2) are the components of in the plane orthogonal to Vfø The
terms of order one represent fast variations (characteristic length one wavelength for
a monochromatic perturbation), while the other terms represent slower variations
caused by nonlinearity, diffraction, absorption and inhomogeneity. Further, wc de
compose the velocity v into a longitudinal velocity w and a transverse velocity v±,
v = vj. + we+, where e^ = V<f>/\Vfø is the tangent vector to the beam axis, and wc
seek solutions in the form of asymptotic expansions

(2.42)

This scaling of Vj. to N and of w to c is dictated by the transverse component of the

Sofar, wc have not precised what is the order of N. Bringing Eqs. (2.42) in the
transverse component of the equation of motion, Eg. (2.2), wc have

d_ _d ø_
dt ~ 6V+ + drJ

v= v* - £- +  £- + *•& + JVVV"«z—

V2= v24-#- +£r + B-£r] + NV^  dr+ dr. dfø\ dtpxf2

1 ' dr+ dr. d<j>\ OWI/2OWI/2

Here the last term stands for

r d2 d2d 2
N 2 |V<p|V— + |V^|2^f- + 2Vy>.V^ —-1 ri d(px/2 dfø/2 dipx/2 dipl/2

p' = cpd) + c2p(2) + ..., w = twM + c2wW + ..., v± = Nv± W + N 2vxW + ... .

vorticity equation Eg. (2.12)

MN^ + N*^p.+N^ + ... ) = 0(tN) + 0(S) + -.- . (2.44)
11
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Since N<l, we must have Vj.M =0. One possibility is to choose v±W 0
and TV = 0(t), but then Eq. (2.31) contains no differentiation with respect to the
transverse variables, to the dominating order. This means that diffraction effects are
not represented in Eq. (2.31) if N = O(t). We must therefore choose Vj. (2) = 0 and
N2 = 0(t). We note that this scaling is consistent with Eq. (2.43).

Thus, we have the following ordering of parameters:

(2.45)

where Cn is a new similarity constant. The ordering is the same as in Ref. (1), but
wc are now operating in curvilinear coordinates and the beam axis is a curve with
tangent vector V<f>. The procedure is the distinguished limit approach of Ref. (5).
To order e, Eg. (2.31) gives now

(2.46)

If we want the sound field to be a superposition of progressive and regressive waves
on the fast seale, i.e., p(1) = /(V'l/2,^1, r+) + ø(V'i/j> <h,T-), we must demand

(2.47)

This is the eikonal equation, known from ray theory as the equation that determines
the characteristic surfaces of a wave equation. If Eq. (2.47) can not be satisfied, it
is impossible to describe p^ as a simple wave in the limit N — 0. Thus, in the
inhomogeneous case, the wavefronts that appear on the fast seale in the curvilinear
coordinates are analogous to the wavefronts in ray theory. Equation (2.46) reduces
to

(2.48)

with solution p^(^i/2»^i» T+) wnen we assume that the beam propagates in the
halfspace z > 0 and that no perturbation is present at any point in the medium
before the passage of the wavefront. Writing Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) correct to order c,

(2.49)

and using the same argument as above, we obtain

(2.50)

5 = Cse, H = CHe, N = CNt^2 ,

H-4) (?£ £) -("<  *)££:-'

V*|2 -i. 0.

ay 0
dr+dr-

dp<" dwW „ aP(J > au.* 1 » „
— + p„co-^- =0, — -p,,»— = 0,

„,<»> = -LpUltø1/2>„r+).PoCo



This impedance relation in the curvilinear coordinates permits to eliminate w^ when
wc change variables in Eg. (2.31), using Eqs. (2.38), (2.39) and (2.40). Wc obtain

(2.51)

where #, = 1 + Æ/2A is the parameter of nonlinearity of the medium, with B/A =
(Poel)' l (d2pldp2) a,o- The following relations, consequences of Eqs. (2.4), (2.13),
(2.39) and (2.47) have also been used:

(2.52)

Direct integration of Eg. (2.51) with respect to t_ gives for p(2) an expression which
grows with r. because the right-hand side is independent of r_. In order to avoid this
secularity, wc demand that the right-hand side be identically equal to zero. Thus,
p(2) is the superposition of a progressive and a regressive wave on the fast seale, and
pM satisfies the equation

Eg. (2.54) is a parabolic equation for p(1) (^i/2> &» r+)- Tne coefficients, however,
are unknown functions of (V>i/2> M l°nS Mwe nave not solved the eikonal equa
tion Eg. (2.47). The functions in this equation may also depend on other variables
(for instance ipx = N2 ip, fø = H2 <j>, as mentioned earlier). These slower variables,
however, play the role of parameters at the order of approximation where Eg. (2.54)
is valid, since derivatives are tåken only with respect to r+ , and fø.

Because of the linear impedance relation Eg. (2.50), Eg. (2.54) is equivalent to
the following equation in dimensional variables:

4 ay2> \2__a_ idcp i (idpo dpoX\ dpM r
ddr+dT- ~ ~ n [eld<t>i 4dfø ' Po4\4dfø dfø)\ dr+ H

n*i^ ttm (l) DoPpU Po d2 (p^)2+ Cl(Vtp • Vip) : -r-.—%-.—jr1J +Cs 4 a 3+ —4 a 2 ,
" v y dipx/2dtpx/2r 4 ot+3 po4 dr+ 2

 o d t d „2 / e deo

\!JL _ L?S±  J_ (LO* - 2£s\] dpil) r r
" 4dh 40+1 pa4\4 fa a*Jl * +

m^, Tm A 2(i) r D° æP{l) A 2 (P(1) ) 2 n«^- c2N(Vip • vv>) : sr,—*-.—r' - £*—-s—r 4 5: 2 = °- t2 * 54 '" v ; dtpx/2dtpx/2 4 dr+3 po4 ot* 1

s£" V2(P-Po)-^(VP°- coV'"')- V(p - po) + V-:F' (2 - 55)
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In the parabolic approximation, membrane and piston boundary conditions are
equivalent (i.e., pressure amplitude or normal velocity specified at the source), since
the impedance relation is satisfied in curved coordinates (Eg. (2.50)).

2.2. Eikonal equation

To determine the orthogonal, curvilinear coordinate system (ip x/2 ,fø), wc must
solve the eikonal equation Eg. (2.47) to an order which is consistent with the ap
proximations used in the previous section. Among others, wc have assumed that the
unperturbed sound speed cq depends on the physical variables x only through the
stretched variables Xi = Hx, i.e., co(x) = cj(xi) = Co(#x). If the transformation
x = (x,y, z) — (ip, fø = (<P,*Pifø is not singular, co is also a function of (ip,fø
which satisfies

Since Vip, V<p are assumed of order one, c© can depend on (ip, fø only through
fø = H<f> and slower variables (for example tp x = N2ip),

(2.57)

This means that cJ* cannot depend on = Ns* This consequence of the scahng
jV = 0(tll2 ), H = 0(t), is crucial in solving the eikonal equation to an order that is
consistent with the parabolic approximation.

Since Eg. (2.54) does not account for transverse and longitudinal variations that
are slower than those described by ipx j2 and fø, respectively, wc must solve Eg. (2.47)
as if cj* was only a function of fø. Regarding cj* as a function of ipx /2 would mean
keeping contributions of the same order as terms that have been neglected when
deriving Eg. (2.54). Noticing that dfø/dxx = d<p/dx, wc may interprete Eg. (2.47)
as an eikonal equation for the slow variable fø in the stretched coordinates x,:

Since tp 1 and the other slower variables are parameters in this content, wc will use
the notation cj*(c6i) in the rest of this section.

The ray-tracing equations corresponding to Eg. (2.58)

(2.59)

where s is the slowness vector, are readily solved:

xi dt«2x . o &o i <*'xi dco* . - J_rfol_s_l (0 M\
~dfø - ~dfø [C° S) "°° dfø S cl' dfø dfø"** dfø - cl* dfø dfø ' [l ' W}

Vco = HVrf m VY — + V^. (2.56)

c 0(x1 ) = c 0"(V 1 ,^,...) = co*(iVV,^,...).

—I = 1 _ l lo 58)
sxi cs(x,) 4'(4>xY l ' '

_^_1 „ «2 — = J_____C
dfø " S ' dfø " cl* dfø
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1 <Pxx
c?2 dfødfø\ °° dfø [4* dfø

(2.61)°° k rø
Therefore:

(2.62)

and
dfø _ T°_
dxx ~* eg*'

(2.63)

where T 0and x[0) are constant vectors, |To | =1.
Eg. (2.63) implies that if the sound source is located in the plane z = 0, this

plane should be a wavefront, say fø =0. Accordingly, wc choose T0=ez and xx =
(xjli,o) = (Hx± ,0). The ray passing through the point (x±1 ,0) in the plane of the
source is parallel to the z axis, and the surfaces tp = constant, ip = constant are thus
planes parallel to the z axis, for instance x = constant and y = constant. Therefore:

Projecting Eg. (2.63) on the z axis gives

(2.64)

which is inverted to
(2.65)

where x± x is kept constant under the integration. Changing back to the variable x,
the transform (xj.,z) — (i>,fø is defined by

(2.66)

where Xj. is kept constant under the integration.
Thus, consistently solving the eikonal equation leads to rays which in the stretched

coordinates (Nx±,Hfø are straight fines. In the physical space, however, the rays
are bent, since <j> = constant does not imply z = constant, unless co is a function
of z only. For a medium with a given inhomogeneity structure specified in physical
coordinates, beams propagating in the same direction, but with different diffraction
number N (=(ika)~ 1 for the homogeneous, monochromatic case) will not be equally
affected by the sound speed gradient.

In classical ray theory, the eikonal equation is stated in physical coordinates. Ray
tracing is related to a point source and diffraction is discarded, so that characteristic
lengths other than the wavelength of the signal (in the monochromatic case), do
not naturally occur. The eikonal equation is integrated exactly, without restrictions
on variations in sound speed or radius of curvature of the wavefront, relative to a

= 0.

dxi
—= Cq 10,
døi

x, = To /*' cn<M <tø, + x<0) ,Jo

*P K = Xj.!, or (pi =xx and fø = yx .

r4>\
zl - I 4"(MdføJo

A, - f" dZI
«8(xO

ip = Xj. = (x,y), <j>(x) = f —T^r, z= f co(x± ,fø dføJO Co{X) JO
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wavelength. This implies that, eventually, rays will cross, i.e., caustics will appear.
At caustics, the wavefronts vary on a seale shorter than a wavelength - thus these
variations are not detected properly. The pressure amplitude along a ray is given
by the transport equation, which does not include diffraction effects. The transport
equation breaks down at caustics, where asymptotic matching methods47 can be
applied to obtain the acoustic pressure.

The reason for the breakdown of ray theory in caustics regions is that variations
in the field transverse to each separate rav are neglected, in order to uncouple the
equations for the ray paths and the amplitude. Along each ray, the pressure field is
described as a simple wave, to all orders considered. When the ray paths cross, the
simple waves are no longer defined. Therefore, caustics result from the approxima
tions in ray theory. In our model, the equations for the ray paths (Eq. (2.47)) and the
amplitude (Eq. (2.54)) are also uncoupled. The coordinate transform Eq. (2.66) is
regular whenever cq,^1 is integrable. However, we calculate approximate ray paths
and do not discard the transverse variations in the field. On the short seale, the
pressure perturbation behaves as a simple wave, but on the long seale, diffraction is
accounted for over a seale that preserves the effects of inhomogeneity, nonlinearity
and dissipation. Due to these consistent approximations, caustics cannot appear in
our model.

Equation (2.54) can be interpreted as a nonlinear, "global" transport equation
for a beam consisting of a bundle of "rays" described by Eq. (2.66). To our order of
approximation, these "rays" are parallel curves in space.

2.3. Simplifications of the equation

So far, we have shown that the nondimensional pressure p^ is consistently de
scribed by Eq. (2.54) in terms of the nondimensional stretched variables (ip x /2 , r+)-
Here the nondimensional, unperturbed quantities appearing in the coefficients are to
be considered (to dominating order) as functions of fø alone, as justified in the dis
cussion of the eikonal equation. (These quantities should be denoted <%,&£, etc,
but we omit ** for simplicity.) In general, this equation must be solved numerically,
subject to a boundary condition prescribed at the source. If the source is in the
plane z = 0, the boundary condition is of the form p(l) (V>i/2A T+) = /(^i/2>*)>
since fø = 0 and r+ =tatz = 0. The acoustic pressure at (x, i) = (xj.,z,t) is ob
tained from p{l) (NxL ,Hføx),t-(t>(x)), where <f> is given by Eq. (2.66). We write Xj.,
Xj.l/2? f°r 0/^i/2' m tnis section we wi^ present alternative forms
for Eq. (2.54) and the coordinate transform Eq. (2.66), that facilitate analytical and
numerical work.

The inhomogeneity term may be simplified by introducing a new unknown func-
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tion PM,

(2.67)

Since (dpo/dfø = coe, • FO , see Eg. (2.10), £0 is equal to one whenever the external
force is transverse to the beam axis (or zero).

Since to dominating order (/>oCo) 1/2 *£ is independent of xXI/2 , Eg. (2.54) is
transformed into

(2.68)

where

For a homogeneous reference medium with the ambient nondimensional quantities
po, cq = 1, fø = z\, where zx is scaled to a characteristic length for slow variation
along the beam axis. In this case, Eg. (2.68) reduces to the KZK equation. For an
inhomogeneous medium, there are two important differences: (i) The coefficients in
the parabolic equation are not constant, they are functions of the varying ambient
density, pO , and soundspeed, Cq (po = Po(co))- (ii) The functional relation between
fø and z\ depends on the sound speed profile.

The factor l/c2, in front of the first term in Eg. (2.68) can be removed without
modifying the remaining terms by introducing a new longitudinal variable

(2.70)

and by noticing that

(2.71)

where

(2.73)

/*><*x,„, tu r+ ) = (a,*)" 1" • exp [jf <%] p<»
= (p0co)- ,/2 • CoWxi/J^l.^).

2 d2PM ,
4øføØT+

r* r, p(.) ± Mf>oCo) 1/7 ICod2PW , r Do PP" _

r = (p0co)- 1/2 fc;Ir. (2.69)

a= co(zi) dzuJo

dld \ d
da cq dz\ 4 dfø

This leads to a new equation for Pm (xj. 1 /2,o\?+) :

/)2p(l) fPPW d2 p(l) 2
2Chj£st - c2Nv±lnpv - "pJ-^t - *—^r + C"r =°' (2'72)

„_r Do _ MpqCqFVCqraha — a j r noni — 44 Po4
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depend on a and through po, c©, etc. Equation (2.72) becomes a linear parabolic
equation with constant coefficients when nonlinearity and dissipation are discarded.

Introducing dimensional variables, the curved coordinates defined in an inho
mogeneous medium can be related to corresponding coordinates in a homogeneous
medium.

Homogeneous<  

z
T
1/ Z s
i Cq

i  

i  

For the homogeneous, monochromatic case, the Rayleigh distance, R, may be
introduced as characteristic length for slow variations along the beam axis. It is
defined as R = ka2 /2, where kis the wavenumber of the source function. In the
homogeneous case, Lh is infinitely large. When the KZK equation is derived, R takes
the role Lh bas in the present derivation. For the inhomogeneous, monochromatic
case, no constant analogue to R can be defined, since co is not a constant. Lh is
defined through |Vco/co| = 0(LHl ) and depends on what functional expression is
used for the sound speed profile; thus there is a certain degree of freedom in specifying
Lh- By choosing the similarity coefficients as Ch = 2Cjy, we get a definition of Lh
which reduces to the Rayleigh distance in the homogeneous, monochromatic case.
Thus, Lh = a2 /(2rco), where co is the sound speed in the homogeneous reference
medium. The motivation for this choice is that the effects of inhomogeneity can be
described within the terminology for a beam propagating in a homogeneous medium.

By this choice of similarity coefficients new interpretations of <f> and a appear.
For the monochromatic case:

(2.74)

where k(z) is a variable wavenumber and Cq is dimensional soundspeed. Thus, a
is scaled to the local "Rayleigh distance" k(z)a2 /2, while <j> is scaled to the local

Inhomogeneous

v rJo co

i Jo Co
L 1 [*dz __ f*lL» J_ ,_£_

X// TJo co Jo co Lh
z

iaXj., KT , Lx± xj.
a
z

ia
fz/LH CQ , z 1 f* .

a = / —d— = —r- / co dzJo c Lh cLh Jo

1 f*/L ft f z 2co dz __ r* 2 <fz
cZ/// Jo Jo ljo2 Jo k(z)a?

IJo Co Jo Co Jo
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"wavelength" (*(«))-'. Equation (2.72) becomes:

(2.75)

(2.76)

Here Lh — a2 /2cT and /J1 = potftcT) is the shock formation distance for a sinusoidal
wave with frequency u = T"1 . The dimensional form of Eq. (2.75) is:

(2.77)

where <x0 = L;y<7, r0 = t+T, pm = P(l)pcu(pOCo) l/2 , and all quantities in Eq. (2.77)
are dimensional.

2.4. The limit process N-+ 0.

The importance of the ordering of the diffraction number N will now be discussed.
Assume that the source is monochromatic. What happens in the limit N — 0,
(i.e., ka -* oo)? In the derivation of Eqs. (2.54, 2.75), the inhomogeneity length is
related to the Rayleigh distance corresponding to given values a and k by specifying
the similarity coefficients as Ch = IC%. The similarity parameters can be small
numerically, and H = 0(t) and N = 0(e1/2 ) still be satisfied, i.e., the effects of
diffraction are still accounted for when TV decreases. However, it can be useful to go
back to the derivation to discuss other possible orderings of the parameters.

In the homogeneous case (H = 0), the limit ka - oo provides a plane wave
propagating in the positive z-direction, i.e., diffraction is removed from the model.
It is consistent to let N — 0 in the parabolic equation, since H = 0 and the char
acteristic length for slow longitudinal variations thus is connected only to diffraction
(in absence of dissipation). In the inhomogeneous case H 0. Is it consistent with
our simplified solution of the eikonal equation to let iV — 0, assuming H = O(e)?

A first step towards the limit N -* 0 is to assume N = 0(t). In that case,
v± = 0(e2 ) and Vx v can be neglected, according to Eq. (2.43). In order to have
uncoupled progressive and regressive waves on the short seale, the eikonal equation
Eq. (2.47) must be satisfied, hence Eqs. (2.48, 2.50) are satisfied. This scaling of
transverse coordinate implies that transverse derivatives disappear in Eq. (2.54), and
the condition to avoid secularities in p' on the short seale is

4^fø " Vu»P ~ 4^fø^ " 2V^~d^ + 2^-0,
where

cdeodro iP 4 W po4 fø2

[2 d Idcp 1 (Idpo dpp\] dp<» r
Ufl 43^ eg fø PoCoU^i fø/J 8t+ + "

_ C,^_-A«-0. (2.78)4 #T+ Po4 dr+ 2
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The similarity coefficients can be determined by for instance relating the reference
absorption length and shock formation distance to the inhomogeneity length Lh- For
a source in the plane 2 = 0, the boundary conditions are:

However, when N = 0(t), the eikonal equation can no longer be solved approxi
mately as in Eg. (2.66). Transverse and longitudinal variables (fø, fø) now vary over
the same seale, therefore:

Equation (2.80) must be solved exactly on the slow space seale, subject to boundary
conditions suitable for a plane source at z = 0:

Hence, by the scaling N = O(e), exact rays are calculated, and the solution for fø
will become singular at caustics.

The introduction of P^ as defined in Eg. (2.67) simplifies the first term in
Eg. (2.78) without further approximations:

the factor cj in the first term in Eg. (2.82) is removed. Equation (2.82) is a gen
eralized Burgers equation, expressed in curved coordinates, with varying coefficients
and cotributions from an external force. Even though diffraction is neglected, P^
depends on (x,y, z) through po(x\), co(xi) and the coordinates fø, r+.

To conclude: The specific ordering of diffraction by N = 0(t1/2 ) (i.e., parabolic
approximation) and inhomogeneity by H = 0(e) is essential for (1) consistently
accounting for diffraction when approximating the nonlinear, generalized wave equa
tion, Eg. (2.31), and (2) avoiding the caustics problem connected to the solution of
the eikonal equation.

In order to picture the /:a-region (bounded from below and above) where (i) the
parabolic approximation of Eg. (2.31) and (ii) the approximate solution of the eikonal
equation, Eg. (2.66) are valid, one should: (1) Compare the solution of Eg. (2.75)
with the solution of Eg. (2.32) (the Helmholtz equation with varying coefficients),
with boundary conditions specified on a real source and investigate how sensitive our
model is to variations of ka. (2) Compare with the solution of Burgers equation in
curved coordinates, Eg. (2.82). However, in absence of suitable reference solutions,
wc will here omit both comparisons (1) and (2).

P(1)U = f(i). (2.79)

fø_.føi_ * _ l /om
dx W cs(x,) <i'(i>u4>iY K ' '

x ,z =0)= 0, V<f>1 \z=o = e* . (2.81)
CoIXujZ — UJ

2 æP*l Øo(poCoYl2Kod2P^2 Do PPM _"^H-o-ZT-Z Ch-T + 4 q 2~ +Cs 4 ~U - V 24dfødr+ po4 dr+2 4 ØT+*
By the definition

<7 = /*' cgfø, (2.83)./O
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Chapter 3

Numerical caleulåtions

Equation (2.75), with linearized, monochromatic, real boundary conditions

is solved numerically by a finite difference method (cf. Refs. (9-17)). Also, in the
linear case, an analytical solution is obtained. The source is a membrane or piston
source in a baffle, hence / is approximately zero in the source plane beyond a char
acteristic source radius, i.e., for |xn/2| >1. P(1) is either nondimensional pressure
amplitude or nondimensional longitudinal velocity - these variables are equivalent in
the parabolic approximation, as are the membrane and piston boundary conditions.
In all the following computations, the perturbation in external force, f and the lon
gitudinal component of the unperturbed external force, c^ldpo/dfø are both chosen
to be 0, to isolate the effects of Vcq.

To simplify calculations in the farfield of the source, the grid in (a,x±i/2 )) coor
dinates for numerical calculations is adjusted within our approximation, to be more
dense near the source than further away, as was done in Refs. (10, 12). Accordingly,
new transformed coordinates are defined:

Since Cq is to be considered as independent of Xj.l/2 and the source is in the plane
z = 0, the result is:

(3.4)

(3.5)

P{l) (T+,a,x±1/2 )\z=Q = f(x±1/2 )smt, (3.1)

tp = t+ + A(x1/2 ,xi,. ..), u = u(x1/2 ,xi , . ..). (3.2)

A=-£±¥f, u = (3.3)a+ 1 a+ l
Hence Eq. (2.75) is transformed into:

ecu i _  , 2 æu> éV.9V '

where
t/(Tp ,a,u) = (a + l)p(1 Hr+ ,(7,x±1/2 ).
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The boundary condition Eg. (3.1) now reads:

(3.6)

Eg. (3.4) can be solved in frequency domain, assuming a Fourier series9 for the
real pressure perturbation U with respect to rp :

(3.7)

(3.8)

Inserted in Eg. (3.4) and Eg. (3.6), Eg. (3.7) provides an infinite set of equations for
the Fourier coefficients13,14,15,16 an (a, u) and bn (a,u):

(3.9)

with boundary conditions

or

(3.11)

In the fully nonlinear model, Eqs. (3.9) are truncated at a finite n = nmox . In the
quasilinear model, Eqs. (3.9) are truncated at n = 2 and in the nonlinear terms,
the sums starting at : = n + 1 are discarded. Hence, the calculated fundamental is
identical to the solution of the linear equation. [For a monochromatic source in a
homogeneous medium: In the quasilinear model the pressure cannot be calculated

U(tp , <t,u)|z=o = f(x±1/2 )sin(t + \x±1/2 \ 2 )
= /(xi 1/2 )(sintcos |xu/2|2 4- cos /sin |xji 1/2 | 2 ).

U = J^^tøn Sin nTP + n COS nTp)

= Re [2r=i(^nexpwnrp + An )D
an =9n cos An , bn =gn sin An ,

An = arctan(6n/fln), gn = tø2 + &n) 1/2 -

~øT " _*-B a" + mTWVx" 6"

+ 2(lfT) KM- fc-A) - E,:„+I (Wi-n + «**_)
Sb« _ -Tf „2/, \ tt 1„
dT - _^-n 6" - 4n(l+ CT )2 V^a"

+ 2(&T) G<^) + el„(«a-. - ».«.-)] -
n = 1,2,...,

ai|*=o = /(xi 1/2 )cos |xll/2 |2 , = /(xj. 1/2 )sin |xll/2 | 2 , (3.10)
an|z=o = M*=o = 0, n = 2,3, ...,

9i\z=o = /(xj.l/2), Ai |,-o = 0,
gn \z=o = An |z=o = 0, n = 2,3,
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up to ranges near the shock formation distance, while in the fully nonlinear model,
the pressure can be calculated beyond the shock formation distance. The number
of harmonics kept in the calculations, nmax , is essential for the accuracy of the so
lution for the individual harmonics.14,15,16,17] Two examples of boundary conditions
are considered:

The truncated system Eg. (3.9) with boundary conditions Eg. (3.10) is solved
numerically by a finite difference method in three dimensions, the ADI method (Al
ternating Direction Implicit) 13,14 '15,16 with second order accuracy. The source can
be asymmetric, although only axisymmetric sources are considered here. The trans
verse Laplace operator is approximated by a central difference operator. For uniform
sources, some initial implicit steps are tåken in the (7-direction, to damp the Gibbs
oscillations due to the discontinuity in the boundary condition at the source. The
program continues with a second order trapeze method. The nonlinear terms are
treated by an explicit method.

In the (a, u) coordinates, the mesh where the solution is computed, is rectangular
in directions both transverse and parallel to the <r-axis. Wc choose —7.0 < |u| <
7.0, both for linear, quasilinear and fully nonlinear computations. The boundary
conditions at |u| = Umax are artificially set to an , bn =0, n = 1,2, — This gives bad
approximation in the solution near the u-boundary, but other choices of boundary
conditions did not improve the result14,16 . [The relative error is large, but it has
little influence on the total solution. By using a large enough window in u, wc get
acceptable results for an ,6n in the main region of interest, i.e., not too close to the
boundary of the window14 .] The number of transverse grid points is 301 or 201,
depending on the smoothness of /(xj.i/2). [This choice of maximum |u| and number
of grid points gives a reasonable resolution within an acceptable computation time.
If the number of transverse grid points in the axisymmetric program is Xmax, the
same resolution in the 3-D case demands (2Xmax — l)2 grid points. Hence the 3-D
program is much more time consuming.] Transformed into Cartesian coordinates, the
rectangular mesh in a and one transverse variable becomes irregular and curved in
the plane spanned by Vcq and ez , depending on the varying sound speed, see Fig. 3.1.
To get beampatterns and propagation curves, the computed values of an and bn must
be interpolated to provide values on a rectangular grid in Cartesian coordinates. One
possibility could be to carry out this interpolation of the an 's and o„'s as soon as they
are computed by the finite difference program, for specified a values. However, since
wc omit this procedure, the results of the numerical computations are best visualized
by contour plots of the amplitude in planes spanned by the z-axis and one transverse
axis.

Gaussian source : /(xj. 1/2 ) = exP Hx±i/2|2 )- (3.12)
Uniform source : /(x±1/2 ) =1, |x±l/2 | <1, /(x±1/2 ) =0, \x±l/2 \ > 1.(3.13)
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FIG. 3.1 Curved coordinate mesh used in the numerical calculations.

In the linear, nondissipative, monochromatic case, Eg. (2.75) can be solved ana
lytically by Fourier transform with respect to the transverse variables. Assume

(3.14)

The solution for the complex amplitude V is then

(3.15)

In the "farfield" of the source, that is, for a 1, this becomes

(3.16)

where / is the Fourier transform of / with respect to transverse variables, defined as:

(3.17)

In the special case of a circular, uniform source:

(3.18)

where J\ is the Bessel function of first type of order 1. Since a — a(z\,xL^), the
( 2iiX 2 ) range where the farfield approximation in ais valid, depends on the sound
speed profile.

p(» = e'T+V(<r,xil/2 ), V(0,xxl/2 ) = /(xxl/ 2).

»>*x./>) = i//>^)exp (« |Xl^;Xl,/i 'a) *W

V(.,xil/2 ) = lexp(^)/(^),

1 r+oo
/(k) =TT / /(xj. ) exp (-tk • Xj. ) (fXj. .ZTTJ — oo

V(c,xxi/ 1) = 1 1—— I „x>a ,
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The total phase of P(1) in the "farfield" is:

(3.19)

The first term is the rapid phase corresponding to progressive simple waves, the
second term represents spherical spreading and the third term comes from the Fourier
transform of the pressure distribution on the source. Depending on whether a =
constant is larger or smaller than the corresponding z, i.e., whether Co increases or
decreases, the spherical spreading in the inhomogeneous medium occurs closer to or
further away from the source, than in the homogeneous medium.

In the linear, monochromatic case, the dissipation term can be simplified. V*aht
~ in Eg. (2.75), since co, etc, are independent of x±l/2 , cf. Seet. 2.2.
Due to the ordering of the transverse seale, it is consistent with the derivation of
Eg. (2.75) to consider x^ as a parameter in V*ba , and wc define

(3.20)

with

(3.21)

(3.22)

v(a,x±l/2 ) satisfies the Hnear, nondissipative version of Eg. (2.75). Boundary
condition is given in Eg. (3.14) and the solution is Eg. (3.15), with V replaced by
v. For several discrete frequency components, each component could be treated as
shown above. For a thermo-viscous fluid, the effective absorption coefficient Vab»
increases as the square of the frequency.

The soundspeed profiles are for simplicity chosen so that in regions where cq
varies, |Vco| is strictly positive, since the intention is to illustrate qualitatively the
implications of inhomogeneity in our model. However, profiles håving maxima and/or
minima can easily be included (thus there should be a possibility to model approxi
mations to wave guides, for instance). The only limit on the choice of profile is that
the transform and its inverse (Eqs. (2.66) combined with Eg. (2.70)) can be calcu
lated explicitely, to save computer time. Since Cq > 0, a increases with zx and the
transform (c^Xj.!^) — (zi,Xj.i/2) is weil defined. However, it is also possible to use
discrete functions for the sound speed, for instance experimental values known on a
grid. Then the coordinate transform can be calculated by numerical integration, and
a table of transform values must be stored.

For simplicity, an adiabatic relation was chosen between p 0 and co: Cq = (T/po) 1 ' 2 ,
with T the bulk modulus for air. The validity of this approximation is not discussed

* = T+ + (-T— 2) +arg [f {~T-j

V(a,x±l/2 ) = v(<7,Xj_1/2 ) • h(a,x±1 ),

h(a,x±1 ) = h(zu Nx11/2) = exp f -^ —c]~d<T') '
/ r* åIHDolH Do ,\

= eXP rio -cVdZl )'
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further. Inserting po = T/c2, in Eg. (2.67) for the nondimensional pressure amplitude
pfi\ wc see that the amplitude scaling factor (poCo)1^2 is maximized in regions in space
of smallest co- Equation (2.73) with p 0 = T/ef, shows that the varying nonlinearity
coefficient in Eg. (2.75), VntmU is largest in regions in space of smallest co. Hence the
choice of function po = po(co) will have influence on the conclusions in Chapters 4
and 5, concerning the effects of inhomogeneous medium on variations of linear and
nonlinear pressure amplitude.
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Chapter 4

Applications

4.1. Numerical results for the linear case

Numerical examples are presented for the linear case with an axisymmetric source
located in the plane z =0. In all the following computations, we assume ez •F0 = 0
and T" = 0. In the nondissipative case, the geometry of the problem in the trans
formed coordinate system is also axisymmetric, and identical to the homogeneous
problem. Therefore analytical/asymptotic results and programs for the axisymmet
ric, homogeneous case can be used. [See Chap. 3.] The effects of inhomogeneity
appear through the coordinate transform and the varying amplitude scaling factor
(poCo) 1 /2 . By accounting for dissipation through the factor k(<r,x±i), results from the
homogeneous, nondissipative case can also be applied to the dissipative case. The
normalized pressure amplitude is shown in the plane spanned by the z-axis and the
sound speed gradient. [This plane is in the following specified as the zz-plane.] The
pressure (or normal velocity) distribution on the source is either Gaussian (Eg. (3.12))
or uniform (Eg. (3.13)).

4.1.1. Sound speed profiles.

Four different sound speed profiles are considered, all of the form Cq = cf(U):

where

Thus, Vco is along the constant vector A = (A2 ,Q,Ai) in the half-space x > x c
and along ez in the half-space x < xc . Wc must choose xc finite in order to avoid

v _ f1+ Alz + A2x, x>xc ,^.
\1 + Ai « + A 2x c , x <xc .

rofilel : co = cC/, (4.1
Tofilell: co = ar1 , (4.2
rofile2 : co = cU- l'\ (4.3

rofile22: co . cf/1'2 , (4.4
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unphysical situations where co would become zero or infinite. Let 0 be the angle
between Vcq and ez when x > xe . In terms of the dimensionless coordinates we have

(4.6)

The reference inhomogeneity length Lh is defined as the Rayleigh distance corre
sponding to the value of k and a at the source. [Recall that in an inhomogeneous
medium, the "effective wavenumber" k = u>/co varies, since co varies. Hence the
"effective Rayleigh distance" in the medium also varies.] Since Vco/c = f'VU =
A/', (|A|/') _1 is the effective inhomogeneity length.

The above definition of inhomogeneity length is suitable as long as the values of k
and a (at the source) both are fixed, and wc only wish to study the effects of various
soundspeed profiles. However, if wc wish to study the effects of varying k and/or
a for a source in a medium with a given inhomogeneity, the inhomogeneity length
could be defined as the Rayleigh distance corresponding to fixed reference values of
k and a: Lh = kå2 /2. This is a question of redefining the similarity parameters Cyv,
CH in Eg. (2.72).

When ib or a increases, the Rayleigh distance, R = ka2 /2 increases. Thus, the
soundspeed profile, expressed in nondimensional coordinates will appear stronger
in the longitudinal direction, (since the fixed inhomogeneity length LH decreases
compared to R), and weaker in the transverse direction, (since the beam becomes
more directive). The variation of the direction of Vcq is independent of whether k
or a are varied. However, \dco/d(z/R)\ increases more when a increases than when
k increases by the same amount.

4.1.2. Interpretation of the coordinate transform

The bending process of a beam propagating in an inhomogeneous medium is
schematized in Fig. 4.1, for the nondissipative case. The factor (/>OCo) 1/2 introduced in
Eg. (2.67), is a decreasing function of co, by the choice of functional relation between
po and co (for instance adiabatic, cf. Chapt. 3). The planes a = constant are curved
surfaces in the stretched (2i,Xn/2 ) coordinates, as weil as in physical coordinates.
The value of the scaled, normalized pressure perturbation P^\ cf. Eqs. (2.67, 2.68),
along the surface a = constant is the same as the value of p(1) along the plane z =
constant in the corresponding homogeneous case. a(z,x) = E => z = Z\(x), and:

(4.7)

with co = /(l + Ax + Bz). Equation (4.7) can be discussed for different combinations
of the signs of /', A, B. In regions where Cq increases, a grows faster than z. Including

f1+ AI//(cos 02! + 2e1/2 sin 6xx/2 ), xl/2> xc ,
\1 + ALH (cos Bzx + 2e1/2 sin Oxc ), xl/2< xc .

éi m _i (i _ _ji}±M—\
dx B\ f(\ +Ax + Bz)j'
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_L~Cor*f

the variation of the factor (poCo) 1 /2 , Vcq implies that in physical coordinates, the
sound field is compressed towards the source. In regions where co decreases, the
opposite happens, so that the field is "stretched" outwards.

An investigation of the curves x/<70 = constant = C (c70 = Lua), i.e., z = Z2 (x),
provides information about how the directivity of the sound beam is affected by
inhomogeneity:

éi - i_ r— 1
dx dx Ccq '

(4.8)

Transverse inhomogeneity implies: If (dco/dx) < 0, an angle between the curve x/a0
= C and the 2-axis in the xz-plane represents a smaller similar angle in the xao

plane. The beam is thus bent in the direction of decreasing Co- If (dco/dx) > 0, an
angle between the curve x/cr 0 = C and the z-axis represents a larger angle in the
xcr 0 -plane than in the xz-plane, and the beam is also now bent towards the direction
of decreasing co- Thus the beam will avoid the regions in space where co increases.

See Fig. 4.2.

4.1.3. Nondissipative case. Fixed ka.

Numerical results are presented for ka fixed and various sound speed profiles.
Series of beampatterns and contour plots of the amplitude normalized to the on

source peak amplitude are shown. Here, a is an unspecified source radius. (In all
contour plots in this section, the difference between the pressure amplitude values

corresponding to two neighbouring contour fines is 2 dB.)

FIG. 4.1. The transform a = a(z x )

Cf(l +Ax + Bz) ' dx Jo dx
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FIG. 4.2. Bending of the lines x/z = constant due to inhomogeneity.

Figure 4.3 shows three series of beam patterns obtained from the farfield asymp
totic expression (assuming a » 1) for a uniform piston source in the linear case, at
z/R = 2.0, 5.0, 8.0, 11.0, for -50 < x/a < 50. [In these computations, LH = R with
ka = 20.] The homogeneous case is shown in Fig. 4.3(a). In Fig. 4.3(b) and (c), c© is
Profile 1 and 2, respectively, with ALh = 0.5, 9 = 70° and xc = 0.0. A comparison
of (a), (b) and (c) in the region Xi/2 < xc (cf. Eg. (4.6)) illustrates the isolated effect
of a longitudinal Vco on the geometrical spreading of the beam. For co decreasing
with U, the sound pressure amplitude is less damped than in the homogeneous case.
The contrary applies when Cq is an increasing function of U. For Xi/2 > xc , the
stretching/compression of the beam combines with bending of the main and side
lobes relative to the z-axis. The lobes are bent in the direction of decreasing co in
(c) and avoid the region of increasing cq in (b), as expected.

Figure 4.4 shows how the beam direction is bent due to inhomogeneity. Here cq
= Profile 2, ALh = 0.5, 6 = 75°, xc = —2.0; i.e., Cq is a decreasing function of U, cf.
Eqs. (4.1-4.6). [In these and the rest of the computations in this section, Lh = R
with ka = 10.] The on-source amplitude distribution is Gaussian in Fig. 4.4(a) and
uniform in Fig. 4.4(b). The beam attempts to propagate in the direction where co
decreases the most, this is also the case for the side lobes in (b). For X!/2 < xc , there
is only stretching of the amplitude picture due to a decreasing Cq with no transverse
variation. To a certain extent, the beam thus behaves in accordance with Fermat's
principle for a ray emitted from a point source.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the sound pressure amplitude for four different media and
various 6. [xc = -4.0. ALh = 0.1 in Fig. 4.5 and 1.0 in Fig. 4.6.] The homogeneous
case is shown in Fig. 4.7. It is noted that in regions of increasing Cq, the amplitude
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is lower than in the homogeneous case. The effective inhomogeneity length (Af)'1
varies in these four series of plots. Depending on |Vco|, the presence of a transverse
gradient has a different effect. The effects of a transverse gradient are dominated
by the effects of a longitudinal gradient when 0 < 0 < 45° for all the four profiles.
In Fig. 4.5(a), for co = Profile 1, the effects of a transverse gradient are particular
weak compared to the three other cases, even for 0 = 90°. The reason is that
spherical spreading soon becomes the dominating effect, due to the rapid increase
of Cq. In Figs. 4.5(b) and 4.6(b), where co decreases when xx/2 > xc , wc observe
that for increasing 0, the beam is more bent in the positive transverse direction. In
Figs. 4.5(a) and 4.6(a) co increases for xi/2 > xc , so the amplitude avoids the positive
transverse direction, and this tendency is more pronounced for larger 0. Accordingly,
depending on Cq, the longitudinal component of Vco dominates, except for values of
0 close to 90°. [Fig. 4.6(b) shows an extreme increase in pressure amplitude in the
farfield, due to a too rapid decrease in Co: the spherical spreading of the field is not
noticed yet. Further away from the source the field will be more damped.]

Figures 4.5 and 4.6, together with Fig. 4.8 motivate the question: can continuous
soundspeed profiles be used to model interfaces, e.g., discontinuities in Cq? The
"interface" is here described as a discontinuity of transverse component of Vcq at
x = xc . The jump in Vcq over the "interface" is adjusted when A and / are varied in
the expression for co. Figures 4.5(b) and 4.8 (co = Profile 2) and 4.6(b) (co = Profile
11) can each be interpreted as showing reflection/transmission of a monochromatic
beam propagating parallel to an interface approximated by continuously varying
media, especially for 0 = 90°. The calculated amplitude (i.e., the modulus of the
complex amplitude V as given in Eg. (3.15)), can in each case be decomposed into
incident, reflected and transmitted beam amplitudes. [The phase variation of the
beam is not considered here. On the short seale, the phase variation occurs through
the retarded time r+ =t — <j>, and for a» 1, the term x±i/2 /a in the phase
represents spherical spreading, cf. Eg. (3.19). Since r+ and a vary in space, there is
phase difference between the incident, reflected and transmitted parts of the beam.
Although, by construction, the phase is continuous. <j> will be studied closer in
Sec 4.2.] Figure 4.8 shows that for a uniform piston source, also the sidelobes are
affected by this "weak interface": The main- and side lobes behave like beams incident
at an interface below which the soundspeed increases; transmitted and reflected fields
can be identified. Figures 4.5(a), 4.6(a) can be interpreted as illustrating beams
propagating through an interface, into a medium with a higher Co- The reflected and
transmitted amplitudes tend to avoid regions of larger cq.
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FIG. 4.3. Beampatterns. Uniform piston source, ka = 20. (a) Homogeneous medium,
(b) co = Profile 1. (c) cq = Profile 2. ALH = 0.5, 0 = 70°, xc = 0.0, no absorption
in all cases. z/R = 2.0, 5.0, 8.0, 11.0.
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FIG. 4.4. Sound pressure amplitude, cq = Profile 2, 0 = 75°, ALH = 0.5, xc = -2.0
ka = 10, no absorption. (a) Gaussian source, (b) Uniform source. Adß = 2.
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(b)v a ;

FIG. 4.5. Sound pressure amplitudes for various 0 and sound speed profiles. Gaussian
source, xc = -4.0, ka = 10, no absorption. 0 = o°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, ALH = 0.1.
(a) co = Profile 1. (b) Cq = Profile 2. Adß = 2.
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FIG 4 6 Sound pressure amplitudes for various 0 and sound speed profiles. Gaussian
source, xc = -4.0, ka = 10, no absorption. 0 = o°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, ALH = 1.0.
{ a) co = Profile 22. (b) Cq = Profile 11. Adß =2.
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FIG. 4.7. Sound pressure amplitude, Vcq = 0, ka = 10. Gaussian source, no

FIG. 4.8. Sound pressure amplitude, uniform source, ka = 10, no absorption. co =
Profile 2, 0 = 75°, A£« = 0.5, xc = -9.0. Ao\B =2.

absorption. Adß = 2.
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FIG. 4.9. Sound pressure amplitude radiated from Gaussian source, homogeneous,
nondissipative case, ka = 100.

4.1.4. Nondissipative case. Varying ka.

In the following numerical examples, Co = Profile 2 and | Vco| is of the same order
of magnitude as in the previous numerical examples. [Here, ALh — 1-0, where Lh is
the Rayleigh distance corresponding to ka = 10.] Wc study the effects of varying k,
a in a fixed medium and consider: (i) constant a and varying k; (ii) constant k and
varying a; (iii) fixed ka, varying k and a; in all cases 0 = 90°, 80° or 75°. Values of
ka are in the range 25-200. The normalized amplitude is shown in contour plots for
-2.0 < x/R < 2.0 and 0.0 < z/R < 100.0, where Ris the Rayleigh distance defined
with respect to ka = 100, a = a. [å is the "unit source radius" used in the previous
calculations with ka = 10.] xc = —4.0, except for ka = 200 and a = 2a, where
xc = 0.0. The homogeneous case with co = cis shown in Fig.4.9 (where Adß = 3,
the level difference between neighbouring contour lines).

In Fig. 4.10, a is fixed (for convenience in later comparisons defined explicitly as
a), while k varies: ka = 25, 50, 100, 200. (Adß = 3, except for ka = 200, 0 = 75°, 80°
where Adß = 6). The situation with only a transverse component of Vco, i.e.,
0 = 90° is fundamentally different from the situation with a longitudinal component
present: For all the values of ka, the effect of a transverse inhomogeneity can be
noticed. For increasing k the beam becomes more directive, and the amplitude is less
influenced by the transverse gradient; the incident, the reflected and the transmitted
part of the amplitude all approach the "continuous interface" at x V /2 = xc . The short
characteristic length X is a decreasing function of k, thus more units of L fit into one
fixed source radius; and into the fixed transverse inhomogeneity length. Therefore,
over one unit of L transversely, the beam feels a weaker variation of cq and po.

When Vco has an appreciable longitudinal component, i.e., 0 = 80° or 75°, the
beam is less influenced by the transverse gradient if k is large. For 0 = 80°, effects
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FIG. 4.10. Various ka: fixed a and various k. Sound pressure amplitude radiated
from Gaussian source, cq = Profile 2, 0 = 90°, 80°, 75°. (a) ka = 25. (b) ka = 50.

(d) ka = 200

(c) ka = 100. (d) ka = 200.
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FIG. 4.11. Various ka: fixed k and various a. Sound pressure amplitude radiated
from Gaussian source. Co = Profile 2, 0 = 90°, 80°, 75°. (a) ka = 50. (b) ka = 200.

of transverse inhomogeneity are observed for ka = 25 and 50, while for 0 = 75°,
they are only noticeable for ka = 25. Since the Rayleigh distance increases with
k, the longitudinal inhomogeneity plays a relatively more important role when k is
large. In the limit ka - 00, one may expect that the effects of a transverse Vco
will disappear, while the effects of a longitudinal Vco will remain, according to this
model. [However, cf. the discussion in Sec. 2.4.]

In Fig. 4.11, ka = 50 and 200 with k fixed, so a = 0.5aor a = 2a. (Adß = 6,
except for ka = 200, 0 = 90° where Adß = 3). Here also, it is seen that the
transverse component of Vcq has less influence on the directivity when ka is large.
As a is increased, the transverse inhomogeneity is stronger relative to the source
radius. However, the beam also becomes more directive and thus less sensitive to
transverse fluctuations in the medium; the geometrical spreading occurs further away
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from the source. For 0 = 80° and 75°, the longitudinal inhomogeneity becomes
correspondingly stronger as a increases.

For given values of ka, the effect of varying either k ot a can be investigated by
comparing Fig. 4.10 with Fig. 4.11, for ka = 50 and ka = 200 respectively, for 0
= 90°, 80° or 75°. (In the comparison, wc must recall that xc = 0.0 for ka = 200
in Fig. 4.11 and xc = —4.0 in the other calculations.) The beam is bent by the
same amount for a given 0 and a given ka, in accordance with the analysis above.
However, note that (almost) coinciding contour lines do not correspond to a same
sound pressure. This is due to the fact that the Rayleigh distance varies differently,
following ib or a are varied, with ka fixed. The amplitude is more damped when k
is increased, (a fixed), than when a increases, (k fixed). The directivity is the same,
however.

To conclude: For 0 = 90°, the bending of the beam relative to its start direction
only depends on the value of ka, (independent of whether A: or a are varied). The
effect of a transverse gradient is less pronounced, for larger ka. For 0 < 90°, the effects
of longitudinal inhomogeneity are relatively stronger than the effects of transverse
inhomogeneity. How much a longitudinal component of Vco dominates the transverse
component depends on the magnitude of (A/')"1 relative to the actual Rayleigh
distance and the value of ka. The longitudinal inhomogeneity appears stronger if
a is increased than if k is increased. For a given medium, the important factor for
bending is how directive the beam is: The lower ka, the more the directivity is
affected by a transverse gradient. A longitudinal gradient has more influence on the
amplitude when ka is larger.

4.1.5. Dissipative case. Fixed ka.

Dissipation is here accounted for as described in Chap. 3, through an integrating
factor h(a,x±i), cf. Eqs. (3.20, 3.22, 3.15). For the special case of a thermoviscous
fluid, h is an increasing function of co. Therefore, the dissipative damping is weakest
in directions where Co is largest. Consequently, the beam tends to bend in an opposite
direction, compared to the nondissipative case. For other absorption laws, the effect
of dissipation may be different, depending on the relation between h and Cq. [In these
calculations, a thermo-viscous fluid is considered.]

Figures 4.12 and 4.13 (0 = 75°, åLH = 0.1, xc = -4.0, Adß =2) show that
the beam propagates in a direction which is a compromize between least increase in
co and least damping due to dissipation. Thus, a generalized Fermafs principle is
satisfied in the linear case.

In Fig. 4.12, the source is uniform and co = Profile 2 (ALh = 0.5). The main and
side lobes are bent in the direction where Cq increases the most. The discontinuity
in transverse Vcq (i.e., "interface") is more pronounced than for the nondissipative
case. Even for a dissipation length of 10L//, this effect dominates the nondissipative
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FIG. 4.12. Sound pressure amplitude, uniform source, ka = 10, aLn = 0.1. co =
Profile 2, xc = -4.0, 0 = 75°, ALH = 0.5. Adß =2.
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Profile 22 Profile 11

FIG. 4.13. Sound pressure amplitude, Gaussian source, ka = 10, clLh = 0.1, for
various soundspeed profiles. xc = —4.0, 0 = 75°, ALh = 1-0. Adß =2.
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deformation in Fig. 4.4(b).
In Fig. 4.13, computations of the beam amplitude, for the soundspeed profiles

1,11, 2, 22 (ALh — 1-0) are presented, for a Gaussian source. (The value of ALh
is different from some of the values in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. Still, the two examples
can be compared, since wc only want to investigate the qualitative tendencies due
to absorption.) A comparison between the dissipative and the nondissipative cases
again illustrates the bending of the beams in opposite direction when dissipation is
included.

4.2. Simulation of a fluid—fluid interface

In the present model, Vco/co, V pol'po,- - - are assumed bounded. Wc will now
apply the model to a problem where it a priori is not valid: beam propagation
through an interface between two homogeneous media. Let Cq have constant but
different values in two separate regions. Wc will consider both a linear variation of
Cq in a layer between two parallel planes, (i.e., continuous Cq), and a discontinuity in
co-

At an interface between two nondissipative fluids, the boundary conditions are:
continuity in pressure and normal velocity. For dissipative fluids: continuity of the
normal stress and the velocity components through the interface. In the parabolic
approximation one does not distinguish between pressure and longitudinal veloc
ity. Therefore, transverse velocity is not accounted for to the leading order (vj. =
0(&2 )), and the condition on the normal velocity is "lost".

The linear interface problem with the incident field radiated from a real, monochro
matic source can be modeled by the Helmholtz equation. The sound pressure is a
superposition of incident, reflected and transmitted beams; where each can be in
terpreted as a weighted sum of plane waves (through Fourier integrals). Interesting
features may occur on the seale of a wavelength in the vicinity of an interface be
tween two homogeneous media (for instance beam displacement26'27). Some of these
features cannot be described within the parabolic approximation.

In the parabolic approximation for weakly inhomogeneous media, a main direction
of propagation for the beam is postulated through r+ =r — <j>, i.e., the field behaves
fike a simple wave on the short seale L (diffraction is accounted for on a longer seale).
This direction changes (although weakly), since <j> depends on Co, and is determined
by Vfø

It may be interesting to investigate the variations of <j> through an interface. The
presence of gradients in the ambient acoustic variables may imply that the direction of
maximum directivity does not necessarily coincide with the direction of propagation

Vtf = -e,- f'/L LvLeod(j). (4.9)co Jo 4 L
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of the "simple wave part" of the beam appearing through the short seale variable
T+ = t-fø

In our model, the interface appears as a discontinuity in Co, and wc solve for
the amplitude of the total field, without the decomposition in incident, reflected and
transmitted fields. The curved coordinate transform is defined, since Co is integrable.
Wc arrived at Eg. (2.68) by defining the relation Eg. (2.67) > assuming V±l/2 (poCo) l/2
= 0(e1/2). However, when Co is discontinuous, p 0 will also be discontinuous (since
Co = co(/>o))> and our derivation becomes inconsistent. By construction, the redefined,
normalized pressure P^ (or normalized longitudinal velocity) is continuous through
the "interface". However, since the scaling factor (/>oCo)1/2 is discontinuous, the pres
sure p(1) and the longitudinal velocity w^ are discontinuous; therefore the velocity
component normal to the interface will also be discontinuous. Hence the boundary
conditions at the interface are not satisfied. In addition, in our parabolic model wc
describe the sound pressure as a progressive wave in curvilinear coordinates. It is then
inconsistent to introduce boundaries in the medium through discontinuity of sound
speed. Thus the application of our model for sound propagation in inhomogeneous
media has limitations.

Let us consider the following two situations. Case 1: The homogeneous regions 1
and 3 where Co is equal to constant cx or c 2 respectively, are connected by a region 2,
with thickness A, where co varies linearly from Ci to c 2: co =1 + B(z\ — zl '*), (z '*
will be defined below). The regions are separated by parallel planes that intersect the
z-axis at z\ = z}1J and zx = z{2) , respectively. Case 2: Region 2is removed, so that
co is discontinuous. In both cases the incident beam propagates in the z-direction,
making an angle 0 with the planes, angle of incidence is Øt = t/2-0, as in Fig. 4.14.
[A is defined as (z[2) - z^sinØ.] For case 1 :

(4.11)

where

(4.12)

o = zu 2i<*J", (4 - 10 )

a = r - + K(zy - zl') + |(z2 - (z 1 ')2 ), z" <z, < z 2'

a = z - + K(z2' - zl '*) + |((z2'")2 - (z1--) 2 ) + -(z, - z 2--), z, > z 2'",J Cj

4P> = \ 4>m =— + -Ug |l + Bfr - zl--)|,c t tri

4f* = fi- + -liog|i + B(z*- - z»-)| + fifo-*2")e c±> c 2 t

!,. 2fxin m  . _ 2^x1/2 «
2 = tanS +Zl ' tane + > '

B = , C2 ~ CI , r, K= l- Bz1-.
ci(z2-' - Zl '")'
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FIG. 4.14. Geometry of a fluid-fluid interface, (a) Case 1. (b) Case 2

(4.13)

(4.14)

Wc see that a^^x approaches a^s^, and føaaei approaches <f>casc2 continuously as
region 2 disappears. In both cases, a and <f> are functions of x±i through z1 '* and
z 2'*. a, <j> = constants are curved surfaces in region 2, and planes in regions 1 and 3.
However, the following numerical calculations will illustrate that this limit process
cannot be performed consistently within the assumptions of the weak inhomogeneity.

The direction of V<£ in the different regions for cases 1 and 2 satisfies:

where Bt and 0; are angles of transmission and incidence for the "simple wave"
defined through r+ = constant, relative to the interface, see Fig. 4.15. Eg. (4.15)
can be related to SnelFs law. For Ø t and 0* "small", e.g. tanØ, ~ sin 0, and
|tanØi| <C |c2 /c! — 1|~ 1/2 , Eg. (4.15) becomes:

(4.16)

Similarly, for case 2, where zl,m = z2'*:

a= zu zi < z 1 '* a = z 1 '* + x - zl '*), Zj > zl '*,
Cl

c e c 2 e

tan(o, - Qi) =f-- l) -^-r => tan ØJI -(-- 1) tan2 o,] = - tan 0„\Ci / tant' C\ C\
(4.15)

sinØj = — sinØ,.
Cl
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FIG. 4.15. The surfaces <f> = constant in fluid-fluid interface simulation.

For |Vco/é| to be of 0(L/LH ), the following must be satisfied: (i) In the z-direction,
|(c2 - cj/c^z^ - z[l) )\ = 0(1). (ii) In the transverse direction, KAco/c^zJ2* -
zf^l^c^tanØi < 1. If |Ac0/(ciAz1 )| = 0(1), (ii) implies tanØ< < (2c1/2 )"1 ,
which is a weak restriction since t < 1. However, as casel — case 2, |Aco/(c! Azx)| — 
00. For (ii) to be satisfied, el/2 tan 0; - 0, which means that either ka -> oo with 0,
fixed (i.e., simple wave), or Øt -> 0 with ka fixed (i.e., normal incidence). Although,
since | Vco/c| — oo in z-direction, the limit process case 1 —> case 2 is not consistent.

The parabolic equation with Gaussian amplitude distribution on the (monochro
matic) source was solved for cases 1 and 2 respectively to illustrate the limita
tions in the simulation of interfaces. The pressure amplitude and (in some exam

ples) <f> are presented as contour plots in the coordinate frame 0 < z/R < 20.0,
-10.0 < x/R < 10.0 (Adß=2). The reference inhomogeneity length Lh = Ris the
Rayleigh distance for ka = 10 (with a unit reference source radius a unspecified).
The acoustic axis in region 3 is defined as the curve consisting of points of maximum
amplitude in planes parallel to the (continuous or discontinuous) interface. [This is
the definition used in Ref. (27).] The incident acoustic axis is in our case defined to
be the z-axis.

In Fig. 4.16, the cases 1 and 2 are compared for constant ka = 10 and 0 = 60°,
65°. c 2/cx = 2.0 (i.e., Ø c = 30°), z[1] = 4.0 and zi2) = 5.0. [Hence in this figure, the
thickness A varies as 0 varies.] Wc see that: (1) The direction of the acoustic axis
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FIG. 4.16. Continuous vs. discontinuous simulation of interface. Amplitude and
phase (fø. dlcx = 2.0. 0 = 60°, 65°. Adß =2, A<j> = 50.
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appears to be unaffected by the presence of region 2. However, due to propagation
through region 2, where cq increases linearly, the amplitude in region 3 for case 1 is
damped compared to case 2. (2) In region 2, the level curves for <f> are weakly curved,
due to the linearly increasing cq. Therefore, in region 3, level curves for <j> in case 1
are slightly delayed relative to the same level curves in case 2, although the curves
are parallel for the two cases. (3) The effect of varying 0 is the same for both cases:
There is hardly any change in acoustic axis, but <j> is more affected by variations in
0. For decreasing 0, i.e., increasing angle of incidence: V<j> departs more from the
normal to the interface. [This is a valid observation even though A = sin 65° for
0 = 65° and A = sin 60° for 0 = 60°.] This is in accordance with the behavior of a
plane wave propagating through an interface into a medium with higher soundspeed:
the plane wave attempts to "avoid" the region in space where Cq increases the most.

To conclude, there is little difference in our simulation of the cases 1 and 2, except
for the behavior of <f> ("the simple wave part of the beam", through exp i(t - fø). The
reason for this may be that our simplified model cannot handle discontinuities in
soundspeed and density consistently. In the following, wc will therefore only consider
case 1 and the effects on the amplitude due to varying 0 and ka respectively, fixing
the thickness of region 2 (A).

The behavior of <j> can be discussed analytically for a more general continuous Cq.
As before, the beam is studied in a plane spanned by Vco and e 2 (the z-direction
is the start direction of the beam): cq = /(l + Ax + Bz), where /,/' = 0(1),
|/"|, . . . <1, |A|, \B\ <1, and x,z are normalized to L. ois defined as the angle
between V<£ and ez . It can be shown that

(4.17)

From Eg. (4.17), 0 can be discussed for either f > 0 or /' < 0, varying the signs of
A, B. It follows that V<£ avoids the directions where co increases the most. Hence,
in the parabolic approximation for beam propagation in inhomogeneous media, both
the simple wave on the short seale and the directivity is deformed so that the total
field avoids to propagate in regions of larger sound speed.

Figure 4.17 shows the amplitude in case 1 for fixed ka = 10 and varying 0 = 75°,
45° and 20°. (c2 /ci = 1.5, z[l) = 4.0 and A = sin7s°/2.) For increasing angle of
incidence (decreasing 0), there is obviously an increasing bending of the directivity
of the transmitted beam towards the interface. The direction of the transmitted
acoustic axis differs more from the incident axis (= z-axis) and angle of transmission
increases. The explanation within our model is: For increasing angles of incidence,
the beam must propagate an increasing distance in z-direction in region 2 where co
increases. The transverse variations in Cq appear stronger since the thickness of region
2 in transverse direction decreases. Accordingly, the beam attempts to avoid region
2 and the acoustic axis is bent. This observation compares weil qualitatively with

Al. f(l +Ax + Bz)\
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FIG. 4.17. Continuous interface simulation, amplitude: varying 0, fixed ka
Gild = 1.5. 0 = 75°, 45°, 20°. Adß = 2.
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Fermat's principle (although Snell's law predicts that there should be no transmission
above critical incidence, which is 41.8° in this case).

In Fig. 4.18, ais fixed and k varies (c2 /cx = 2.0, z[l) = 4.0 and A = sin 65°).
Results with kx = 5"1'2 *:, k2 = IO" 1 '2 *: are compared, for 0 = 65°, 45° and 25°. [1.e.,
kx a — >/20, k2 a = >/l6\ k corresponds to ka = 10. These are low fca-values to be
used in the parabolic approximation, but wc are only interested in the qualitative
effects on the solution due to variations of ka] It is observed that for decreasing k,
the angle of transmission decreases, for the various angies considered. For increasing
angle of incidence, (in which case the transverse component of Vco in region 2 and the
horizontal thickness of region 2 increase) the difference in transmitted acoustic axis
for the two values of k becomes more obvious. This behavior can be explained within
our model by the following: for a fixed 0 and increasing ka, the effective longitudinal
gradient in region 2 increases. This affects the geometrical spreading of the beam,
and the effect on acoustic axis is that angle of transmission increases. (Thus, wc may
suspect that for even higher k, the tendency will be more pronounced.) Snell's law is
not satisfied in any of these cases. The observations are qualitatively in accordance
with the results of Refs. (26,27). (There, for directive beams, asymptotic formulas
are derived in the farfield of the source and the interface. These formulas can be
related to SnelTs law for complex angles which must be calculated numerically.)

Wc will briefly discuss the case of fixed ka, varying k and a individually. In
Fig. 4.19 (0 = 65°), ka = 10, but the source radius is twice the radius in Fig. 4.16,
and the wavenumber is decreased correspondingly. Hence the Rayleigh distance for
the beam in Fig. 4.19 is twice the Rayleigh distance for the beams in Fig. 4.16. Wc
observe that there is no difference in the bending of the beam, neither in region 2 nor
3. However, as in Sec. 4.1.4, the value of (almost) coinciding contour lines differ in
the two figures, due to different Rayleigh distance and different geometrical damping
of the sound pressure.

4.3. Special cases

4.3.1. Phase shading factor.

A natural boundary condition for Eg. (2.54) is p(l) (xj.,o,r+ ) = /(xj_,t+), so it
is natural to choose T normal to the source when z = 0. [In that case, the linear
version of Eq. (2.75) for F(1) can for instance be solved by an integral transform with
respect to x±.]

However, in general the source is not plane. A phase shading factor, approxi
mately accounting for weak curvature of the source surface or steering of the beam,
can be introduced to avoid compiications which would result from boundary con
ditions given in a plane which is not orthogonal to the longitudinal axis. In the
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FIG. 4.18. Continuous interface simulation, amplitude: Varying k and fixed source
radius, ka = 20 1/2 , ka = IO1 /2 , for 0= 0 = 65°, 45°, 20°. c2 /Cl = 2.0. Adß =2.
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FIG. 4.19. Continuous interface simulation, amplitude: ka = 10, a = 2a, 0 = 65°
c 2/cx = 2.0. Adß = 2.

monochromatic case, the boundary condition at the curved source, where <j> = 0, is:

Assume that the surface on which the source is located is z = z(x±), with z scaled
to the short characteristic length L. If |z(xjj| << 1, the source curvature can be
ignored on the short seale and a phase shading is not necessary. If |z(xj.)| <C H~l ,
by Taylor expansion of the pressure amplitude at z = 0 with respect to the source
surface, equivalent boundary conditions may be specified in the plane z = 0:

where

(4.20)

i.e., the fast phase <f> is estimated at z = 0 by Taylor expansion around the source
surface. Since the reference soundspeed is chosen as the value of co at the source,
d<f>/dz\(x-x(X± )) = 1. Also, due to weak inhomogeneity, d2 4>/dz2 = 0(L/Lh) = O(H)
(since VY = 0(H)). If |z(xjj| 2 < H'1 , it is consistent to neglect the second order
terms in the expansion of <f>.

The term accounts for the difference in calculating a by integrating
from the source surface rather than from the plane z = 0:

(4.21)

Paourcc = /(Xj.) €Xp(it). (4.18)

Pz=o /(xj.)exp(ir+ |z=o), (4.19)

T+|z=o = *-<£(z = 0)

at - g|,^,x.))(-z(xx)) + 0 (^lz(xx)l2) ,

Cq dzi instead of a=/ cq dzx .
*I(XjJ ./ o
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(i)

(a)

FIG. 4.20. Geometry for comparison of phase shading vs. no phase shading of a
plane source, (a) The source location is fixed and the medium rotated. (b) The
medium is fixed and the source is rotated.

4.3.2. Tilted plane source, monochromatic case

The previous linear numerical examples have shown that the beam is more sen
sitive to longitudinal than to transverse inhomogeneity. It may be interesting to
investigate two cases where the source is rotated relative to Vcq. Case (i): The
medium can be rotated while the source is fixed, i.e., the angle between T and Ve©,
0, is varied. Here a is calculated by integrating with respect to z in the T-direction;
the longitudinal component of Vcq is |Vco|cosØ. Case (ii): The source can be ro
tated, the direction of Vco being fixed. T and Vcq are parallel, but the source is
phase shaded so that it is tilted an angle 0 with respect to a plane orthogonal to Vco
and steered in the z-direction. See Fig. 4.20.

The (x', z') coordinates in case (ii) are rotated an angle — 0 compared to the (x, z)
coordinates in case (i):

a 1is calculated by integration with respect to z' in the T-direction, the longitudinal
sound speed gradient is |Vco|.

According to Eqs. (2.67), (3.14), (3.15), the nondimensional, scaled pressure sat
isfies:
(i)

z' — z cos 0 — x sin 0, x' = z sin 0 + x cos 0. (4.22)

PM = exp(iOF(Xj.i /2 ), z = 0, (4.23)

P<" ~ lexp(i(t -fl + i^dl)P (2J^Ul\ , a>U (4.24)ia a \ a j
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(ii)

A
F is the same in both cases, consistently with the parabolic approximation (F =
transverse Fourier transform). In the homogeneous case, (i) and (ii) are equivalent
for small angles 0.

(4.27)

(4.28)

Inserted in the corresponding expressions for P^l\ the difference between the formu
lations (i) and (ii) can be studied. The terms (a) (a, a'), (b) (x^yi/a', xLxf2 /a) and
(c) (2xx,1/2 /cr/ - e'xa/L, 2x± x/2 /a) can be compared individually. In the inhomoge
neous case, the restriction on 0 with respect to the curved coordinates (<t,Xj.i) is the
same as the restriction with respect to the coordinates (zx ,x± x ) in the homogeneous
case (0 < 20°, due to parabolic approximation28). In the inhomogeneous case, the
angular region of validity in (z^Xi^-coordinates depends on |Vcq|.

(4.30)

(4-31)

The two cases are comparable for cos 0« 1 and |xi sinØ| < zx , i.e., for small tilting
angle of the source and for a narrow beam. The validity of phase shading combined
with weak inhomogeneity in our parabolic approximation can be illustrated by a
comparison of P^ (cf. Eqs. (2.67, 2.75)) and the solution of Eqs. (2.32, 2.33) (for
q = p/ po1 !2 ) with phase shaded boundary conditions.

P(1) = exp(t(i -ix sin 0))F(xlx/2), z= 0, (4.25)

pi» ~ 2 ( .(< _ + «Jxx^r )JS . /pi^Vi _ ,e « sin fl\ y > 1(426)tet' er \ er L )

With Cq = c/(l + Az + Bx), in case (i):

* = r TUTATTBiry ° = r /(i + Aiz[ + Bixii)d2; '
and in case (ii) (cq = c/(l + AV)):

'-jCt&tW '-fw +*?>*?
Ax = ±-A, B1= ±B, A' = (A1 + B*y>\ A'x = ±-A'. (4.29)LH Lh Lh

An example: For /= 1 + AiZi + Bx xx , in case (i):

C7= yZ12 + (l-rB1 X 1 )z1 ,

and in case (ii):

Ai cos2 0 0 „,„ a, . n x r Aisin2 0 2 • ai
</ = 2l± z\ + cos 0(1 - A' sin Øxx )zx + [-*— x? -xx sin o].2
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4.3.3. Focusing source.

For the special case of a monochromatic, weakly focusing source, wc have

V4.o*;

if a/ef << 1, |*(xj.)| « a2/2cf (a = source radius). Here ef = O(Lh) is the curvature
radius of the source (focal distance). Following the discussion above, a = 0 at the
plane z = 0, thus the focusing boundary conditions are identically formulated in the
homogeneous and in the inhomogeneous case. For the linear case: in the formalism
for the homogeneous case, z and pW can be replaced by a and P*1 ). Then the focal
plane in the homogeneous case becomes a "focal surface" in the inhomogeneous case,
given by a(zx ,xLX ) = d/LH, i.e., zd = zx (a = d/LH,x±i)- Depending on Vco, the
"inhomogeneous focal surface" may be distorted compared to the geometrical focal
plane of the source.

The numerical approach in Ref. (15) can be applied:

m Lna-d (4 33)a
can be inserted in the generalized KZK-equation in curved coordinates, Eg. (2.75),
and a coordinate transform which improves the numerical calculations in the focal
region can be introduced (the grid is more dense in the focal region):

Pulsed signals can also be described. In dimensional coordinates, the linearized in
homogeneous, nondissipative equation and boundary conditions are (cf. Eg. (2.77)):

(4.35)

(4.36)

Let pu denote the corresponding solution for the case of an unfocused source, i.e., for
which d = 0. It can be shown that 18' 19'20

(4.37)

where

In the notation of geometrical optics, if ad is the position of the object, C70 is the
position of the image through a lens with focal distance d. For C70 =d, ad —> co, i.e.,
the farfield is transformed into the focal surface.

/ \ j /j 2 i_. i2\l/2 ... JXJLT _ i ~4 \ 'Xj- 1
*(Xjj = u-yd - |Xj.| ;- W ~2d~' T+U=o ~* + -^jp

"-' -T^f- U= S (4 - 34)

2££L_vip<'> = 0,c dr+øao

—Pu(x±d,<Td,T+d ) = —p(l) (Xj.,<70,T+ ),
<T0ad

Xj.J Xj. 2 X±d Xj. 111
T+d - TT-^ =r+ - TT^' =—' ~~ = 1' Æ>2adc 2aoe ad a 0 ad a 0 a
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Chapter 5

Nonlinear propagation

In this chapter wc present results from a numerical solution of the truncated system
Eqs. (3.9, 3.10). The sound source is either a circular uniform piston of radius
a, or a Gaussian source with Gaussian radius a. Wc assume that the excitation
is monochromatic with wave number k. The values of k, a are the same for all
cases, with ka — 10, as weil as the characteristic length for inhomogeneity: ALh —
AR = 1, where R is the reference Rayleigh distance and A = |Vco|/co. Wc will
study the fundamental and second harmonic components for the sound pressure field
from a uniform piston source in the quasilinear approximation, and the fundamental,
second, third and fourth harmonic components from a Gaussian source, using the
fully nonlinear equation.

In the quasilinear, nondissipative case, the pressure amplitude is presented in the
plane spanned by the z-axis and one transverse axis, in a square region with sides
2R. The sound pressure level at the source gives R/ld = 0.05 (ld is the reference
shock formation distance corresponding to the wavenumber k, cf. Sec. 2.3). Figures
5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 show the amplitudes of the fundamental (i.e., linear solution) and
the second harmonic components for sound speed profiles 1, 11, 2, 22 (cf. Eqs.(4.l)
-(4.4)) with 0 = 90° and xc = 0. On Fig. 5.1, the second harmonic is shown both in
the xz-plane and the yz-plane, while on the other figures, only the amplitude in the
xz-plane is shown.

Comparing the quasilinear solutions corresponding to four different sound speed
profiles for 0 = 90°, wc see that the effect of transverse inhomogeneity on the sec
ond harmonic component is qualitatively the same as for the fundamental. Both
harmonic components tend to avoid the regions in space of larger cq. However, the
bending of the second harmonic is weaker than for the fundamental, and most pro
nounced for the side lobes. This may be explained by: (1) Due to inhomogeneity,
the nonlinearity coefficient V^ defined in Eg. (2.76) is a decreasing function of cq,
i.e., the value is largest in regions in space where Cq is most decreasing. The effective
shock formation distance is CoT/f3t and proportional to Cq. (2) The second harmonic
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Fundamental 2nd harmonic

yz-plane

FIG. 5.1. Uniform source, quasilinear case, R/ld = 0.05, Rå = 0. co = Profile 1,
0 = 90°, xc =0. Fundamental: Adß = 3, second harmonic: Adß = 6.
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2nd harmonicFundamental

FIG. 5.2. Uniform source, quasilinear case, R/ld = 0.05, Ra = 0. Cq = Profile 11,

2nd harmonicFundamental

FIG. 5.3. Uniform source, quasilinear case, R/ld = 0.05, Ra = 0. co = Profile 2

0 = 90°, xc =0. Fundamental: Adß = 3, second harmonic: Adß = 6

0 = 90°, xc =0. Fundamental: Adß = 3, second harmonic: Adß = 6
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2nd harmonicFundamental

FIG. 5.4. Uniform source, quasilinear case, R/ld = 0.05, Ra = 0. Cq = Profile 22,

receives contributions from all the virtual sources with density (p(1) ) 2 in planes be
hind the observation point. In each of these planes, p(1) is asymmetric in x due to
inhomogeneity. Therefore the amplitude of the virtual sources is relatively larger in
regions in space where co decreases.

A comparison of Figs. 5.1 and 5.4, and of Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, shows how the
bending of the second harmonic is more pronounced for larger \Af'\, i.e., shorter
effective inhomogeneity length, as expected. However, in all examples shown here
the bending due to inhomogeneity is very weak. The reason may be that the pressure
is only calculated up to z = 2R, while the inhomogeneity effects will accumulate over
several units of R = Lh, depending on the choice of /.

In the fully nonlinear, nondissipative case, R/ld = 0.25 and 8 harmonics are kept
in the computations. The four first harmonic components are studied in the xz- and
yz-planes. All results are presented in a coordinate frame of 10R in both longitudinal
and transverse directions. The homogeneous reference case for comparisons is shown
in Fig. 5.5.

In Figs. 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 the harmonic components are presented in the xz-plane,
for co = Profiles 1, 2, 11 with xc = 0 and 0 = 90°. Due to the transverse Vco,
all the harmonic components are bent similarly as in the linear case, cf. Figs. 4.5,
4.6. However, the fundamental is most influenced by Vco; for increasing harmonic
number, the amplitudes are less bent. When Vco has a longitudinal component,
for instance 0 = 75°, as in Figs. 5.9, the behavior is quite different. For increasing
harmonic number, the harmonic components are more influenced by the longitudinal

0 = 90°, xc =0. Fundamental: Adß = 3, second harmonic: Adß = 6
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FIG. 5.5. Gaussian source, fully nonlinear ease, R/ld = 0.25, Ra =0. Homogeneous,
nondissipative medium. Fundamental: Adß = 3, higher harmonics: Adß = 6.
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FIG. 5.6. Gaussian source, fully nonlinear case, R/ld = 0.25, Ra = 0. Co = Profile
1,9 = 90°, xc = 0. Fundamental: Adß = 3, higher harmonics: Adß =6.
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FIG. 5.7. Gaussian source, fully nonlinear case, R/ld = 0.25, Ra =0. co - Profile
2,9 = 90°, xc = 0. Fundamental: Adß = 3, higher harmonics: Adß = 6.
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FIG. 5.8. Gaussian source, fully nonlinear case, R/ld = 0.25, Ra = 0. co = Profile
11, 0 = 90°, xc = 0. Fundamental: Adß = 3, higher harmonics: Adß = 6.
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FIG. 5.9. Gaussian source, fully nonlinear case, R/ld = 0.25, Ra = 0. Cq = Profile
2. 0 = 75°, xc = 0. Fundamental: Adß = 3, higher harmonics: Adß = 6.
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Fundamental 2nd harmonic

FIG. 5.10. Uniform source, quasilinear case, R/ld = 0.05, Ra = 0. Cq = Profile 1,

inhomogeneity. This may be explained by considering each harmonic component
individually as a beam with increasing frequency and fixed source radius. In the
linear case, it was shown that for increasing ka with a fixed source radius, the beam
was more affected by longitudinal inhomogeneity, and less affected by transverse
inhomogeneity. This trend is also followed by the second harmonic component, as
illustrated by comparison of Figs. 5.1 and 5.10.

In the yz-plane, Co is independent of transverse variable, but still the various
harmonic components are influenced by inhomogeneity. The amplitudes of the second
harmonics along the z-axis differ in the xz- and yz-planes in Fig. 5.1, even though co
is independent of longitudinal variable. This behavior is a result of the asymmetry
of (p(1) )2 , due to inhomogeneity. [In the linear case: If Vco only has a transverse
component in the xz-plane and xc = 0, the behavior of the beam in the yz-plane is
independent of cq.]

In Fig. 5.11 the fundamental and the second harmonic components obtained from
fully nonlinear computations are compared in the yz-plane, for Profiles 1, 2, 11
(0 = 90°). These curves can be compared with the homogeneous case, Fig. 5.5. The
fundamental appears to be practically unaffected by inhomogeneity, while for increas
ing harmonic number, the amplitudes depart more and more from the homogeneous
amplitudes; this occurs around the z-axis. For the profiles 2 and 11 (co decreases in
transverse direction), the amplitude values of the higher harmonics are higher than
in the homogeneous case, while for profile 1 (cq increases in transverse direction),
the amplitude values of the higher harmonics are lower than in the homogeneous

0 = 75°, xc =0. Fundamental: Adß = 3, second harmonic: Adß = 6
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FIG. 5.11. Gaussian source, fully nonlinear case, R/ld = 0.25, Rå = 0. Amplitude
in the yz-plane, where there is no transverse component of Vco. 9 = 90°, xc = 0.
Fundamental: Adß = 3, higher harmonics: Adß = 6.
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case. However: co is independent of longitudinal variable! This behaviour may be
explained by considering the truncated Eqs. (3.9) (nmax = 8): The nonlinear terms in
the equations for an and bn depend on all other harmonics except harmonic number
n. Hence the source term for the fundamental depends on the higher harmonics,
while the nonlinear source term for the higher harmonics contains the fundamental.
Wc have seen that in the xz-plane, the higher harmonic components are less influ
enced by a transverse Vco than the fundamental component is. Hence the nonlinear
source term for the fundamental is less asymmetric than the nonlinear source term
for the higher harmonics, due to less influence of inohomogeneity. Accordingly, for in
creasing harmonic number, the inhomogeneity effects will be more pronounced in the
yz-plane. [Accounting for more than 8 harmonics in the computations could modify
these conclusions. However, wc believe that computations with higher number of
harmonics would not change significantly the first four harmonics.]

The comparison of the harmonic components in the xz- and yz-planes gives an
indication of the relative influence of inhomogeneity on nonlinearity due to: (1) the
curved coordinates, and (2) the varying Vnoni- [In the plane along the z-axis and
orthogonal to Vj.co, a is independent of transverse variable. Hence, in this plane,
the effect of the transform er(z,Xi) = er(z,o) is a stretching/compression of the
longitudinal axis.] Apparently, the bending of the harmonics and the variation of
V^^ in the xz-plane have strongest effect on the individual harmonics around the
z-axis in the yz-plane. From this observation one may draw the conclusions: (1)
Bending in the xz-plane is mainly caused by the coordinate transform. (2) The
varying nonlinearity parameter has most effect close to the er-axis, both in the xz
plane and in the yz-plane, and the effect is more pronounced for increasing harmonic
number.

In the quasilinear model, the fundamental is identical to the fundamental in the
linear model. This is not the case in the fully nonlinear model. There will be nonlinear
attenuation of the fundamental due to build up of higher harmonic components. This
effect is strongest in the regions of decreasing Co. Thus the fundamental component
will be less bent than the linear sound beam. This is confirmed by a comparison
of Figs. 4.4 and 5.9. Investigating the contour lines for -ZOdB at z/R = 10.0, wc
find that the corresponding value of x/R is 1.74 in the linear case and 1.58 in the
nonlinear case, even though ALh = 0.5 in the linear case and 1.0 in the nonlinear
case. Hence the linear beam is more bent towards the direction of decreasing Co
(0 = 75°) than the fundamental component is.

In the dissipative case, results obtained by fully nonlinear calculations are pre
sented in Fig. 5.12. The fixed reference absorption length is 10R for the fundamental,
and sound speed profile 2 is considered with x c = 0 and 0 = 90°. The bending of
the various harmonic components has a different character. The bending of the
harmonic components in the direction of decreasing Co (i.e., increasing x) is less pro
nounced than in the nondissipative case on Fig. 5.7. The asymmetric deformation
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FIG. 5.12. Gaussian source, fully nonlinear case, R/ld = 0.25, Ra = 0.1. co = Profile
2, 0 = 90°, xc = 0. Fundamental: Adß = 3, higher harmonics: Adß = 6.
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of the beam is most expressed for the fundamental. For the higher harmonic com
ponents, the bending decreases as the harmonic number increases. Comparison with
Fig. 5.7 shows that the bending is also much weaker than for the case of the nondis
sipative medium. To explain this result, it is important to note the following: (1)
Since higher harmonic components have a larger effective absorption coefficient and
a smaller wavelength, the effect of a transverse gradient is relatively less important
and the absorption is mainly felt in the z direction. (2) In a thermoviscous fluid the
absorption coefficient is a decreasing function of cq. Thus the damping is least in
regions where co is larger.

Generally, the sound beam tends to avoid the regions of space where the sound
speed and absorption are larger. A similar behavior (for the linear case) was found
in Ref. (27) for the case of a sound beam propagating through the interface between
two homogeneous fluid layers. Thus, it is in qualitative agreement with a generalized
form of Fermafs principle that accounts for the effects of absorption.

When V^i varies in space, the effective shock formation distance varies, and it is
difficult to predict where the main contributions to the density of the virtual sources
would come from. Also, for varying V*ba , the effective absorption distance will vary in
space. Asymptotic results derived within a quasilinear model valid in a homogeneous
medium depend on an analytical solution for the linear case and on the fact that
7^onl and V*ba are constants23'24 '25 . The error function Ex appears in an integral
for the second harmonic; this integral can be evaluated asymptotically for special
cases. In the case of an inhomogeneous medium, the corresponding integral (derived
as in Refs. 23,24) for the second harmonic will not be of this specific form, hence
asymptotic results for the homogeneous case cannot easily be applied. However, wc
will not proceed this discussion.
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Chapter 6

Discussion of other models

In this chapter, various models to describe acoustic propagation in inhomogeneous
media will be reviewed in relation to our own model. Existing models can be classified
in two groups: (1) models related to ray theory, and (2) models related to parabolic
approximation. Since our own model contains both of these elements, examples from
both groups are considered. The assumptions in the various models are discussed.

6.1. Models related to ray theory

In classical ray theory, wavefronts ar defined, along which the field is approxi
mately constant:

where p' = acoustic amplitude and <j>(x) = const. is the wavefront (t = time vari
able). A basic assumption is that locally the wavefront can be approximated by a
plane which in a coordinate system moving along with the medium, propagates with
the local value of the speed of sound. Thus, diffraction and dissipation effects are
neglected.

The governing equations in linear ray theory29,30 are the eikonal equation for
variations in phase and the transport equation for variation in amplitude along a
ray:

Equations (6.2) can be derived by WKB-approximation of the linear wave equation.
Here, A is the area of the cross section of a ray tube and / is the curve length
parameter along a ray, co is unperturbed soundspeed. The transport equation can
be integrated to give energy conservation in a ray tube. Since variations transverse
to each ray are neglected, the solution breaks down in regions where A = 0, i.e., rays
intersect and caustics occur.

p-p0 = p'exp(-ir), r= t - føx), (6.1)

V^ =-L f + p' =0. (6.2)4 dl 2A øl \pocoj
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Nonlinear ray theory32,33 is derived from the nonlinear wave equation which results
from the hydrodynamic equations, discarding dissipation and vorticity, and neglecting
diffraction. There are two scales along the ray: the fast variable is r = t — fø where
$ is the eikonal and the slow variable is the curvelength of a ray, /. The eikonal
equation is solved exactly, by integrating along a ray. Hence:

where (3 is the the nonlinearity parameter in the medium. By transforming dependent
and independent variables, Burgers equation results, as in Refs. (32,33). The implicit
solution is obtained as:

where R» is the shock formation distance for a plane wave with amplitude Pm . Since
diffraction is neglected, this solution becomes multivalued for z > R*. Also, caustics
appear for the same reason as in linear ray theory. Nonlinearity is sometimes included
already in the eikonal equation, by integrating the local soundspeed instead of the
unperturbed value34,35 '36 '37 . However, the caustics are a mathematical singularity
that occur as long as diffraction is neglected in the problem formulation and are thus
not avoided by including the pressure amplitude in the eikonal equation. [Also, cf.
the discussion in Sec. 2.4, where we derive a generalized Burgers equation by choosing
the order of the diffraction number as N = O(t).]

Following are some models that are based on ray theory, but including diffraction
more or less heuristically. They all have in common that the caustics problem is
avoided.

In Ref. (38) a nonlinear equation accounting for diffraction is derived for the longi
tudinal velocity perturbation w in an inhomogeneous, nondissipative medium. Third
and higher order terms in the Mach number t are neglected. Stretched coordinates
along a specific ray are introduced: p', p', w =f(tl, tlf2n, r), where nis the variable
transverse to this ray and / is the longitudinal variable. The transverse velocity is
said to be of 0(e3^2 ), consistent with scaling of transverse independent variable. A
parabolic equation is obtained:

(6.5)

The right hand side of Eq. (6.5) is:

(6.6)

(6.7)

. r' di dp? Poco d(a \ , p w . .

(6 -4)

d (dw wdw w dco\ _ 1 d2 (cou>)
lh\dl~~ 4>!fr + 2*>~øT) ~ 2 dn2

w d2 Co (sco c9uj co d2 w

1lh 2 + Ifa Ifa + Jlh2

and the left hand side:

d2 w d_ dw 1_ <foji ( j_y , /tojNjL*. + ~A/i_-i_h
575/ 57 la'dr , cg W drØT l cj , + l Ør j 2cb (5/ + 2e3r l co 5/ h
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Equation (6.5) can be compared to Eq. (2.54), for a nondissipative fluid. Equation
(6.5) contains derivatives of co with respect to t, n and /, i.e., over all the differ
ent scales, while Eq. (2.54) only contains derivatives of Co with respect to the slow
longitudinal variable fø. Equation (2.54) contains terms resulting from presence of
external force and variations of po; there are no such terms in Eq. (6.5). However,
for a homogeneous fluid, both equations reduce to the KZ equation.

For consistence, all terms in Eq. (6.5) should be of the same order, i.e., 0(e2 ) (since
w = O(e)). Thus: dc^/dr = 0(1), dc^/dn = 0(e^2 ) while dco/dl = 0(t). In the
derivation of Eq. (2.54), the ordering of inhomogeneity implied that to leading order,
V x v could be neglected and the linear impedance relation applied. In the derivation
of Eq. (6.5), scaling of transverse velocity indicates that V x v has been neglected
to O(e). However, according to the vorticity equation, Eq. (2.12), the scaling of
inhomogeneity in this model implies that V x v is generated. Hence, Eq. (6.5)
may not be consistent. Finally, as in classical ray theory, the eikonal equation is
solved exactly. But the beam axis is defined to be a ray, whose behavior depends on
how the medium varies. Assuming a specific inhomogeneity with respect to the ray
coordinates before the eikonal equation is solved represents a circle argument.

Equation (6.5) for w is solved by transforming it over to a Burgers type equation
with diffraction and seeking an implicit solution on the form

(6.8)

which can be interpreted as a "simple wave" with diffraction included. The solution
is found as in Ref. (4) for confined beams in homogeneous media.

Gaussian beam approximation (GBA) is another method to describe acoustics in
inhomogeneous media. This approach is also based on ray theory, but the eikonal
equation is treated differently. Orthogonal curvilinear coordinates are defined along
one specific ray with a given starting point and direction from the source. Here / is
the curvelength along the ray, and n is the transverse variable. The eikonal equation
is only satisfied on the /-axis, and Taylor expanded in n.

In linear GBA40,41,42,43 , the acoustic field and boundary conditions are superposi
tions of Gaussian beams. In nonlinear GBA44 , only one Gaussian beam is considered,
i.e., central ray theory. However, in both cases some discrepancy exists about which
equation of state to use for an inhomogeneous medium: for some models pQ is con
stant and Co varies, while in others both vary. If thermodynamic relations are to be
used consistently, the last version must be chosen [cf. the discussion in Seet. 2.1].

In the linear model, the solution for p' is assumed to be:

(6.9)

where r = t — fj. co" 1 (/, ,0) dl'. Nondimensional, stretched coordinates are introduced
by defining v = ull2n, so that three different scales are present: fast variable ut,

P = P(B), Q = Q(n,r,P),

p'(l,n,t) = exp(-iuT)U(l,n,u)
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slow longitudinal variable / and transverse variable ull2 n. w can be interpreted as a
nondimensional frequency proportional to a nondimensional wavenumber. Charac
teristic lengths for variation of po, cq can be related to u~l . Asymptotic expansions
are made for the limit u— co (as for classical ray theory), terms of 0(ur),r > 1 are
kept in the final equation. Accordingly:

(6.10)

All the coefficients are evaluated on the central ray, and the last term in paranthesis
follows from an expansion of the eikonal equation around the central ray:

A scaling factor (/>0 (/, 0), Co(/, 0))"1/2 can be introduced to get the equation in a more
familiar form of the parabolic equation.

(6.12)

Equation (6.12) inserted in Eg. (6.10) yields a Riccati equation for T(l) and an
equation for A(l). A first order linear system43 is constructed, its solution is eas
ily computed numerically. T is interpreted as a sum of beamwidth of the specific
Gaussian beam and curvature of the wavefront.

Reference (42) gives an example of application of the model to an underwater
acoustics problem with a point source in water, and with boundary conditions in the
pressure perturbation given at the ocean surface and bottom, i.e., an ocean waveg
uide. (Usually the ocean waveguide is defined through pressure release surface and
rigid bottom, although this is not specified in Ref. (42)). The results are compared
with the solution of the same problem formulated in classical ray theory. In the
ray model, caustics are created due to intersection of rays reflected from the water
surface (the rays emitted from a point source have different launching angles). The
caustics picture depends on the functional expression for the sound speed profile. In
the GBA the caustics are avoided due to the selection of central rays, the spacing
between them and the amplitude shading across each ray. When comparing with a
normal mode solution for the same problem, the results of GBA are excellent. Ap
parently the GBA is an improvement of classical ray theory for describing the field
excited from a point source in an ocean waveguide with varying soundspeed: The
mathematical singularities in the solution of the eikonal equation are removed, and
the method compares better with normal mode theory than ray theory does. The
method is applicable to studying long range propagation of acoustic signals emmited

2» 8U 9>U 1 i dcp i dp0 Co,„nl/2 \

co(/,o) di +d^ Uc.o) a' %0co a/ + <3 J

(6-11)

Solution is sought as

W(l, u) = (po(l, 0), co(/, 0))-i/2 U(I, v) = A(l)exP [i„2r(/)



from a relatively small omnidirectional source. Due to the construction of GBA, one
can also expect that caustics will neither occur in the solution in an unbounded envi
ronment, where certain soundspeed profiles (for instance, profiles that create sound
channels) otherwise guarantee caustics in the solution of the ray tracing equations.
A beam in an unbounded medium could be simulated by choosing a Gaussian am
plitude shading and only consider one central ray from a given point. However, it is
questionable whether the inhomogeneity transverse to the ray is treated consistently,
as will be illustrated in the discussion of nonlinear GBA. So far, there do not appear
to be any numerical simulations of a beam emitted from a real source, according to
GBA.

In the nonlinear model, stretched coordinates are introduced along a central ray:

For Eg. (6.13) to be consistent, all the terms must be of 0(e2 ). This implies that
there must exist a relation between the Mach number t and the different characteristic
lengths determined by the nondimensional frequency u:

f-OOr1 ). P'f = 0(<2), Vip' = o(*r>), Jjn2^ = o{e). (6.14)

The seale for longitudinal, slow variation in p' is t, while the transverse seale for p'
is e 1 Accordingly, seale for transverse variation of co must be t1 Variations in
Cq with respect to / is not accounted for, so the first order derivatives of Co must
be of higher order than 0(t). However, in linear GBA longitudinal inhomogeneity
is included through a factor (a>(/,0),Co(/,0))~ 1/2 . If this also can be applied to the
nonlinear theory, it is another indication that the seale for /-variations in Co, po is of
O(e) or higher. The ordering of transverse variations in co (hence p 0) implies that it
is not correct to neglect V x v and apply the acoustic impedance relation along the
central ray. [Apparently, this has been done here, since the second order nonlinear
PDE Eq. (6.13) only contains one dependent acoustic variable.]

When curvature of the wavefronts happens on a shorter seale than the wavelength
seale, caustics result from the solution of the eikonal equation and the rays intersect.
In that case, the field can be described through boundary layer approaches inspired
by Ludwig's method47'48 and the solution is matched to the solution valid outside the
caustics region. This can also be used in inhomogeneous mcdia49 .

where fis some parameter, dZ/dp 0. From the eikonal equation:

d røp- ø ,dP'] co_2 , i a^go) 2 ay

In caustics areas the eikonal <f> decomposes into

<K*,P) = 0 + Pi-J, (6-15)

|Vt9| 2 + p|Vp|2 -l=o,
2VØ-Vp = 0. (6.16)

75
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The eikonal yields a progressive and a regressive phase, $* =0 ± \^2 - The field
can no longer be decomposed into progressive and regressive simple waves. 0 is in
terpreted as a variable along the caustics, and p a variable transverse to the caustics.
In 2 dimensions, this method implies håving an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate
system along a caustics surface using the "thickness" of the caustics zone as a char
acteristic length. Hence, an inner solution to the Helmholtz equation is obtained and
it is matched asymptotically with the "ordinary" outer solution, where characteristic
length on the fast seale is the wavelength.

Accordingly, in Ref. (49) a method for solving a first order hyperbolic system
of nonlinear equations that describe physical conservation laws, is constructed. Ex
pansion parameters are: nondimensional amplitudes of the signal far from and near
caustics, and ratio between the signal's wavelength and distance the signal has to
propagate from the source untill caustics occur. However: scaling of diffraction ef
fects and of inhomogeneity effects is not specified explicitly.

The system of equations is solved by the method of asymptotic matching. Away
from caustics, to leading order the eikonal equation is the characteristic equation for
the system. The amplitude satisfies a transport equation with diffraction included,
both for the linear and the nonlinear case. In the caustics zone the Tricomi equation
is derived:

where tø is a functional expression for the amplitude of the signal, 0 is a variable
along the caustics, pis a variable transverse to the caustics and M 0is a fuction that
treats the nonlinearity of the system. Equation (6.17) is hyperbolic for p > Motøø
(illuminated zone) and elliptic for p < Mo tøø (shadow zone). In Ref.(so) it is shown
that the KZK equation for the pressure amplitude can be derived by a similar method.

The main reason that ray theory breaks down, is that diffraction is neglected,
hence the amplitude is not described correctly. Also, the eikonal equation is solved
exactly. Caustics are unphysical and a result of inconsistent modeling. The previous
models illustrate how ray theory can be "fixed" to avoid the caustics problem, but
still the model can be inconsistent. Accounting for diffraction and inhomogeneity on
suitable scales and accordingly simplifying the solution of the eikonal equation, the
caustics singularity can be avoided in the problem formulation.

6.2. Parabolic approximation in underwater acoustics.

It is natural to consider the ocean to be an inhomogeneous medium. The usual
physical situations studied in underwater acoustic are characterized by long range
propagation compared to the ocean depth. The distances the signal propagates over
are so large that the source dimension is approximately zero. Often the source is
omnidirectional (line or point source). The ocean is modeled as a wave guide with

tøp, + (Mo tø* -/>)tø** =0 (6.17)
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boundary conditions in the acoustic variables at the water surface and at the bottom:
for instance pressure release surface and rigid or penetrable bottom.

6.2.1. Tappert' s parabolic equation.

F. Tappert51 derived a now classical parabolic model for linear underwater acous
tics, postulating that, to leading order, all significant low frequencies acoustic waves
in the ocean propagate primarily in the horizontal direction, away from the source.
He starts from the Helmholtz equation with varying wavenumber, r is horizontal
variable, z is vertical variable, <j> is asimuthal angle and p is pressure perturbation,
and defines:

where fco = u/C0 and Co a constant reference sound speed. \kor\ > 1 and d2i>/dr2 <
2ikodil>/dr gives:

(6.19)

where

n(z,r, fø = Cq/co is index of refraction, Cq a varying soundspeed and v is the imagi
nary part of the wavenumber, accounting for dissipation. r 0 is characteristic length
for horizontal variations while a is characteristic length for vertical variations (for
instance defined by the depth of a sound channel).

The term Hg (kør) follows from assuming axisymmetry on the characteristic
length ko 1 with respect to a vertical line, and outgoing waves from the source. Di
rectionality is accounted for by variations in the asimuthal angle fø The assumption
|Jfeor| > 1 implies that the field is studied in the farfield of the source. For all the
terms in Eg. (6.19) to be of same order, r 0 ~ k 0a2 and a" 2 ~ kl(n2 - 1). The
sound propagates close to the horizontal plane containing the source, according to
the physical situations studied in underwater acoustics. Hence horizontal character
istic length r0 > vertical characteristic length a. The boundary conditions for pat
the ocean surface and bottom provide boundary conditions for tp. Equation (6.18) is
best suited for the case of a vertical line source. Thus: this model cannot easily be
generalized to other geometries and source configurations.

Even though the index of refraction is varying, the medium is assumed to be
locally homogeneous. For an inhomogeneous medium Tappert starts from

(6.21)

p(z,r, lp) = rtz,Tj)Hg) (k0r), (6.18)

g+ig+^£<l+°«*r,)>+*fr-°.

Kl = *oV(z,r,<« - 1 + if(z,r,4)]. (6.20)

PoV-(po l Vp)+^-p = 0,
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with po varying. By defining q = Jp/po-

(6.22)

This is just a special case of the Helmholtz equation with varying index of refraction.
However, variations in the speed of sound imply variations in the ambient density, as
a consequence of the nondissipative equation of state. Thus the last version of the
model should be prefered, according to the thermodynamics.

Transverse inhomogeneity seale is not explicitely specified. However, by consider
ing the order of each of the terms in Eg. (6.19), one can see that the only possibility is
|Vco|/co = O((koro)~l ) at most. Thus characteristic length for inhomogeneity must
be of the order of characteristic length for slow variation in horizontal direction, rO .
Then no vorticity is generated linearly. This implies that V x v can be neglected
within consistency, and the linear impedance relation can be applied horizontally.
Hence transverse velocity is of higher order than pressure amplitude and longitu
dinal velocity. The boundary condition at the ocean bottom is given in terms of
Vp •n, n is a unit vector normal to the bottom. This condition is related to the
vertical velocity component through the linearized equation of motion, and should
be satisfied to leading order. However, the question whether the imposed boundary
conditions at the ocean bottom are consistent with the parabolic approximation, is
little discussed in underwater acoustics.

Tappert's parabolic approximation is motivated by the use of the method of
normal mode decomposition. To avoid coupling of modes, he assumes that inhomo
geneity is strongest in vertical direction. The leading order wavefront behavior of
the monochromatic field is described through the fast variables t — r and t + r in
order to reduce the d2 /dt2 operator in the linear wave equation, and not explicitly
connected to the eikonal. The parabolic approximation is thus not along a beam axis
determined from the structure in the medium (as in our model), but is postulated in
a specific direction. This implies that a Sommerfeld radiation condition cannot be
formulated in the horizontal direction - backscattering and reverberation has to be
accounted for, through the term Kfy in Eg. (6.19). How much this term varies with
horizontal and vertical variables is crucial for whether the progressive and regressive
components of the field can be separated. It takes into account the real curvature of
a beam axis induced by inhomogeneity in transverse direction.

There exist normal mode models for sound propagation in waveguides with con
stant water depth, where the soundspeed varies only with respect to vertical variable.
The governing equation is then Eg. (6.22) combined with Eg. (6.18) for each of the
wavenumber components52 . This is a separable situation. For the case of a point
source and in the farfield for each of the excited modes, analytical solutions can be
achieved, and these can be compared to the parabolic approximation of the same
problem definition. (For a real source in a homogeneous fluid, for instance located in

v2 g + fcon2<? =o, "=4+ m [~ ' 2 {~pV] . •
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a vertical plane, the normal mode approach may be cumbersome, since the continuous
spectnim cannot be neglected53 . The vertically axisymmetric fundamental solution
cannot be applied for this geometry.) Wide-angle versions54 of the parabolic approx
imation are shown to compare quite weil with the normal mode model for the point
source case. These versions consist of different expansions of the operator (1 + L)1' 2 ,
wheieL = n2 -l + k 2d2 /dz2 .

The parabolic approximation models in respectively underwater acoustics and for
a beam generated by a real source in a semi-infinite medium, are thus fundamentally
different. In the beam model the source configuration is a basis for the transverse
seale, and the ratio of wavelength of the signal and source radius is the parameter
that decides how good the approximation is compared to an elliptic or hyperbolic
formulation. One-way propagation is studied, and vorticity is neglected - which
implies that the beam axis is far away from parallel boundaries. Thus waveguide
problems cannot immediately be formulated. As mentioned, in underwater acous
tics, the model is valid for symmetry with respect to a vertical axis, at ranges >
the wavelength of the signal, and the expansion parameter accounting for validity
compared to the Helmholtz equation, is the angle of propagation relative to the hor
izontal plane from the source. The transverse characteristic length is the depth of
the channel.

To compare a beam model with a waveguide model, the boundary conditions must
be comparable - which is not the case for a real, directive source in the beam model
contra an omnidirectional (line or point) source in the underwater acoustics model.
The beam model would have to be rederived to account for a waveguide problem,
for instance by defining 2 transverse characteristic lengths: one defined through the
source radius and one through the width of the waveguide. One may then expect
that vorticity can no longer be neglected, due to the presence of boundaries parallel
to the beam's start direction. Also, the source radius must approach zero, to simulate
a point source. For the comparison of two models to be successful, it is important
that they can be applied to the same physical situations.

It might be interesting to investigate the difference between Tapperfs and our
parabolic equations (for the linear, nondissipative case). Our equation expressed in
the curvilinear coordinates (cf. Eg. (2.77)) has constant coefficients and no term
similar to the term Kfy in Eg. (6.19) (as a consequence of the weakly curved beam
axis). Therefore Eq. (2.77) can be solved by for instance Fourier transform in the
transverse variables. For comparison, a 2-dimensional problem must be considered
in both models (r — horizontal cartesian variable). The Hq (kor)-{a.ctor due to
axisymmetry in Tapperts model must be replaced by a term that accounts for plane
wave propagation in the positive horizontal direction. Boundary conditions must
be specified on the source located at zero value of the horizontal coordinate. The
resulting equation based on Tapperts model has varying coefficients, through the
term Kfy, therefore integral transforms cannot easily be applied for arbitrary sound
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speed profiles, and it is difficult to obtain analytical solutions.

6.Z2. More recent models.

McDonald and Kuperman, Ref. (55) have derived the Nonlinear Progressive Wave
Equation (NPE) in order to describe nonlinear acoustics in inhomogeneous media.
They use parabolic approximation in time domain, and describe inhomogeneities in
all directions, as weil as discontinuities in sound speed. An initial value problem is
formuiated, with applications to for instance explosion problems. A linear version
is derived by Collins, Ref. (57,58,59), the Progressive Wave Equation (PWE). Also,
Kriegsmann, Ref. (60) has derived a linear, frequency domain parabolic equation for
inhomogeneous media, which is often refered to in underwater acoustics.

McDonald and Kuperman start from

(6.23)

The medium is assumed non-dissipative, and the equation of state chosen as p = p(p).
The correct is to assume p depending on 2 state variables, for instance p = p(p,s).
For non-dissipative media, s = s0(x) is the ambient value of the entropy, accounting
for the inhomogeneous structure in the medium. Other possibilities are for instance
p zs p(p,T), p = p(s,T). The dependent variables are perturbed relative to a static
state of equilibrium:

(6.24)

where pO , po are constants, i.e., the medium appears to be homogeneous. The equa
tion of state chosen here implies a contradiction: It is assumed that ambient density,
po, is constant; but at the same time the soundspeed is varying as a consequence of
inhomogeneity. This is impossible if the soundspeed is only a function of one variable
of state, p.

A coordinate system moving with constant velocity Cq is introduced, and stretched
variables are defined:

(6.25)

(6.26)

t is here a "small" parameter. [Apparently, t is of the order of the Mach number,
although this is not specified in the paper. However, in the appendix, the authors
argue that eis also 0(02 ), where ois the propagation angle of the signal.] It is
unclear whether the authors consider inhomogeneity an effect connected to nonlin
earity or a condition of the medium, since po is constant. Neither is it clear why
they choose this specific scaling of transverse variations and slow time - is the choice

-_£ = V2p+ VV:(pvv).

p = po + p', p = po + /, v = 0 + v,

r= x - Cq*, yi = tl/2y, zx = tl/2 z

t x = tt, c = co -r tcx .
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for instance related to a characteristic source radius or to the width of a waveguide?
The progressive retarded time indicates that the Sommerfeld radiation condition has
been applied. The fast variation through the retarded time is postulated to be as a
plane wave in the x-direction, independent of the sound speed gradient; this is not
justified mathematically. Also, it is unclear why it is correct to introduce parabolic
approximation in time domain when the medium is inhomogeneous. The equation
of state is expanded to second order in (p — po), c 2is defined as (dp/dp), without
specifying whether this is evaluated at ambient or perturbed state.

The acoustic variables are expanded in asymptotic series with expansion param
eter c (c must now be interpreted as the Mach number). These are inserted in the
equations of continuity, momentum and state, and terms of equal order in t are col
lected. The linear impedance relation is applied, and to 0(t2 ) the authors arrive
at:

(6.27)

where R = px / p0 , /? = the nonlinearity parameter. Equation (6.27) is derived by
considering p 0 to be constant (or Vpo/Po of a higher order than e), while cx varies on
the short seale and is of O(e) (this is the only possibility for all terms in Eg. (6.27)
to be of the same order). This is inconsistent according to the equation of state:
p = p(p) implies c = c(p0 ), (with c evaluated with respect to the equilibrium state),
but po was assumed constant. Hence, Eq. (6.27) does not describe inhomogeneity
in a proper way. Although, for homogeneous media, that is, cx = 0, Eq. (6.27)
is nothing else than the KZ equation in time domain integrated with respect to
r, if one makes sure the nonlinearity parameter is evaluated at the unperturbed
state. Equation (6.27) has been applied to examples with an omnidirectional source
in an ocean waveguide, including discontinuity in cx x. According to the previous
discussion, this is inconsistent, especially since discontinuity in cx would introduce a
term in Eg. (6.27) that is infinitely large.

Collins starts from:

(6.28)

where c, p are ambient values of soundspeed and density which depend on horizontal
variable r and vertical variable z. A point source is considered. The expansion
parameter is e = tan(ctA/), where a\f is maximum angle of propagation of the signal
relative to a horizontal fine. He assumes \dp/dr\ < \dp/dz\ and c = co + 0(e),
where co is constant, and | Vc/cq| = O(t) both horizontally and vertically. But these
assumptions are inconsistent, since c = c(p) implies Ve parallel to Vp, which is not
satisfied here. Following McDonald and Kuperman, he uses parabolic approximation

«._»(,. s*)-?«.£«*

(,v \-p Vp) = éir^
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in time domain, and obtains:

(6.29)

where s = r — co*, u(s,z,t) = p(s -f Co*,z,*). Equation (6.29) is a linear version
of Eg. (6.27), (except the right hand sides in the two equations have opposite sign,
because of different limits of integration). Equation (6.29) is solved for boundary
conditions given with respect to transverse variable: pressure release ocean surface
and rigid bottom, as in other parabolic models in underwater acoustics.

To account for absorption, Collins defines an ad hoe dissipation term through
a complex wavenumber depending linearly on frequency and l/c. This adds an
integral term to Eg. (6.29). Even though the medium is considered inhomogeneous,
thermodynamic relations are not specified when dissipative effects are included.

Kriegsmann derives a parabolic equation in frequency domain by starting from

(6.30)

where p is a varying ambient density, c varying sound speed and Co a constant ref
erence sound speed. He assumes an axisymmetric vertical line source, hard ocean
bottom, pressure release surface, and the Sommerfelds radiation condition. Simi
larly as in Collins' model, nondimensional coordinates are introduced: r = tk'r',
z = c 12 /:'^'. t = (H/R) 2 with x',z' physical variables, where H is ocean depth and
R is maximum horizontal range of interest. t small indicates propagation near the
horizontal. |Vc/co| = O(t), but p = p(r,z) and varies therefore on different scales
horizontally and vertically. Since c = c(p), this is an inconsistent description of the
medium, for the same reason as in the previous model. Also, since inhomogeneity
is stronger in transverse direction, vorticity may be generated, hence the boundary
conditions in the waveguide may be complicated. This problem is not considered.
The resulting equation is:

(6.31)

where n2 (x',y',z') = 1 «f tf(r,z), u = Jr/pA, A is the slowly varying amplitude of
a progressive signal. The boundary conditions from the elliptic problem are trans
ferred over to the parabolic equation. Kriegsmann claims that this equation can be
applied to arbitrary on-source conditions and also to interface problems. However:
only axisymmetric sources can be included in this formalism, and it is questionable
whether the ordering process used to derive the parabolic equation is valid when the
density gradient becomes very large.

du er» /a2u la^atA  , ,a«
H = IJ. \d?--p-blTz) ds+{c - Co) ~d7'

pV.(-Vp)+k'2n2p =0, *'=- n=-A\P ) co c

n .du _ d fl d , _ J
- 2'a; = (^ +/u
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To summarize, the weak points in the models reviewed in this section are: (i) c
and p vary on different space scales, although the equation of state is given as p = p(p)
which implies c = c(p). (ii) On the short seale, the sound pressure is considered as
a progressive wave in horizontal direction (through the definition of retarded time in
each model), without regard of the orientation of Vcq.

The weak points in our own model are: (i) Only weakly inhomogeneous media
can be considered, i.e., discontinuities cannot be described consistently. (ii) The
on-source boundary condition must have a high characteristic source radius to char
acteristic wavelength ratio, (iii) Only one-way sound propagation can be described,
i.e., the inhomogeneous medium must be unbounded. However, in our model, the di
rection for parabolic approximation changes weakly due to the varying sound speed;
contrary to the models discussed above.
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Chapter 7

Summary and conclusion

We have derived a governing parabolic partial differential equation to describe the
nonlinear propagation of a sound beam in an inhomogeneous, thermo-viscous fluid,
Eq. (2.54). This equation consistently accounts for the effects of diffraction, dis
sipation, nonlinearity and inhomogeneity; the ordering of inhomogeneity number
H = 0(t), Stokes number S = 0(t) and diffraction number N = 0(t1/2 ), where cis
the Mach number, result from a singular perturbation method. This ordering implies
that vorticity is neglected and that the linear impedance relation is valid to order
t. Equation (2.54) is a generalization of the KZK equation, in terms of curved co
ordinates determined by an approximate solution of the eikonal equation, consistent
with the scaling of inhomogeneity relative to diffraction. Hence, Eq. (2.54) can be
further simplified to provide Eq. (2.75), i.e., the KZK equation with varying nonlin
earity and absorption coefficients and external force term, in terms of a transformed
nondimensional pressure, defined in Eg. (2.67).

In the derivation of the parabolic model equation, the inhomogeneity length is
of the order of the reference Rayleigh distance of the problem. Therefore: (i) The
gradients in the medium cannot be too large; in particular, discontinuities in c©,
P0,... cannot be included consistently. (ii) The diffraction number cannot be of the
order of the inhomogeneity number, in that case it is no longer consistent to solve the
eikonal equation approximately to find the curved coordinates. Thus it is a singular
limit process to let N — 0, or ka —> oo in our parabolic equation. li N = 0(t), we
arrive at a generalized version of Burgers equation, Eq. (2.82), expressed in curved
coordinates that now are determined by exact rays; hence the caustics problem is
not avoided.

Other models that describe wave propagation in inhomogeneous media were pre
sented and discussed. None of them turned out to be identical to our parabolic
model, although some were close. We indicated that some of the models may be
inconsistent.

Accordingly, the two extreme situations that can be compared with the parabolic
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model to check the aproximations in the derivation of the governing equation are:
The Helmholtz equation with varying wavenumber in terms of Cartesian coordinates
and the generalized Burgers equation in terms of exact ray coordinates. We did not
carry out numerical comparisons.

The model developed was applied to the case of an axisymmetric, monochro
matic, plane source with uniform or Gaussian amplitude distribution, radiating in
the positive z-direction. Numerical results for both the linear and the nonlinear case
were presented and discussed. [Asymmetric and weakly curved sources could also be
described, as weil as arbitrary time dependence on the source. Also, external forces
are included in the model, but were discarded in the numerical calculations.]

We found that the longitudinal component of Vcq has the effect of stretching or
compressing the sound field. The transverse component has the effect of deforming
the directivity. The total effect of inhomogeneity in a nondissipative fluid is that the
beam tends to avoid regions of space where Cq increases the most.

By varying the direction of Vco relative to the source, we observed that the beam
is more sensitive to longitudinal than to transverse inhomogeneity, depending on an
effective inhomogeneity length, which is determined by the functional expression for
Co-

Dissipative effects are present through a varying exponential factor depending on
co and the sound diffusivity. Thus, in the dissipative case, the beam is bent in the
direction of increasing Cq, so as to minimize the effect of absorption.

When ka is increased, the effect of longitudinal inhomogeneity becomes stronger.
For a given variation of ka with either Å; or a varying, wc observed the same amount
of bending of the beam. However, the amplitude values differ, due to different vari
ations of Rayleigh distance with respect to a and k, and therefore different effect of
longitudinal inhomogeneity.

Fluid-fluid interfaces were simulated in two different approaches: (i) Discontinu
ity in Vco, and (ii) Two homogeneous media connected by a layer where Cq varies
linearly. Although a discontinuity in cq is incompatible with the assumptions in our
model, numerical computations show that practically identical results are obtained
by using either approach.

In the case of continuous co, incident, reflected and transmitted amplitudes could
be identified both for (i) and (ii), even though the beam was described as a progressive
wave in z-direction. The sound field was found to behave according to Fermafs
principle. For increasing ka, the bending of transmitted acoustic axis was more
pronounced.

Numerical results were presented both for the quasilinear and the fully nonlinear
cases, for nondissipative and dissipative media, and for various sound speed profiles.

Higher harmonic components appeared to be less affected by the transverse in
homogeneity, and more affected by longitudinal inhomogeneity, compared to the
fundamental component.
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Since the effective shock formation distance is an increasing function of co, the ef
fects of nonlinearity are stronger in regions of lesser Cq. All harmonic components are
bent in a direction of lesser co. However, in the fully nonlinear case, the fundamental
is less bent than in the linear case, due to nonlinear attenuation and energy trans
fer to the higher harmonic components. Inhomogeneity effects are also observed in
planes orthogonal to Vcq (in the case of 0 = 90° and xc = 0.0), although this is most
pronounced near the z-axis. The effects of inhomogeneity are due to a combination
of varying shock formation distance and the curved coordinate transform.

In dissipative media, the harmonic components are bent in an opposite direction
than in nondissipative media. The bending is most pronounced for the fundamen
tal. In thermo-viscous fluids, the absorption coefficient is a decreasing function of
co. Therefore the damping is least in regions of larger Cq. Since higher harmon
ics have stronger effective absorption coefficient and smaller wavelength, transverse
inhomogeneity is less important and the absorption is most effective longitudinally.

Hence a generalized Fermat's principle is satisfied both in the linear and the
nonlinear case: The beam tends to avoid regions where absorption and sound speed
are larger.
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